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Ois book completes the publication of the previously 
unpublished pencil drawings of cuneiform tablets and 
other inscriptions made by the late W.! G.! Lambert 
and!found among his academic papers aQer his death. 
To!the three hundred and twenty- nine texts presented 
in Part One in ?A<=, this second volume adds another 
three hundred and twenty- three. Together with the one 
hundred and sixty- eight drawings from Lambert’s hand 
published in Babylonian Creation Myths (?A<B), they 
bring the total Cgure of his posthumous contribution to 
Assyriology to eight hundred and twenty handcopies of 
cuneiform texts.
 Oe twin volumes of Cuneiform Texts from the 
Folios of W.!G.!Lambert stand as a colossal tribute to 
the achievements of an extraordinary scholar, but they 
are more than just a personal monument. Very many of 
these texts are published for the Crst time and so form a 
substantial resource for continuing their author’s lifelong 
work, the reconstruction of the literature, religion, and 
intellectual achievement of the ancient Babylonians and 
Assyrians.
 As in the previous volume, the contents are orga-
nized by genre, reRecting Lambert’s decades of study in 
all areas of Babylonian scholarship. First, omen litera-
ture, especially "umma #lu, which Lambert proposed to 
edit early in his career, before yielding the Celd to the 
late Erle Leichty (Nos. BBA–B>); then genres associated 
with divinatory rituals, both t#m$tus, adding to those 
Lambert treated in Babylonian Oracle Questions (?AA>), 
and ikribs, which he intended to edit in a companion 
volume, never realized but now expected from Ulla Koch 
(Nos. BBH–LAA); a!traditional text on the taboos of the 
gods, together with its commentary, which Lambert 
handed over to the late lamented Alasdair Livingstone 
(Nos.!LA<–>); the aluzinnu compendium, a!scribal par-
ody of many genres of Babylonian scholarship, which is 
now being prepared for publication by Enrique Jiménez 
(Nos.!LAH–BL); theological and religious texts, copied 
in preparation for Lambert’s magnum opus on god- lists 
(Nos. LB@–@<); lexical lists, especially those that col-
lected the names of deities (Nos. L@?–>H); and Cnally the 
god lists themselves, which are here sorted into three 
groups: lists of the Old Babylonian period (Nos. L>=–HL), 
the Great God List An = Anum and!related lists (Nos. 
LH@–@LB), the elementary pedagogical text Anum, oQen 
known as the Weidner list (Nos. @LL–G?A), and miscella-
neous god lists of the Crst millennium that appear not to 
be part of An = Anum or the Weidner list (Nos. G?<–B@); 
these now form a pillar of the God Lists of Ancient Meso-
potamia project at the University of Jena. To!these are 
added a small miscellany of cuneiform texts of several 
genres, some in public collections (Nos. GBG–LL), and 
others not (Nos. GL@–@?). Oese last are handcopies of 
tablets that do not bear a number or any other identiCca-
tion and whose current whereabouts are thus unknown.
 As in Part One, the texts in this volume are over-
whelmingly from the collections of the British Museum, 
but museums in Baghdad, Berlin, Chicago, Geneva, 
Istanbul, Jerusalem, New Haven, Oxford, Paris, Phila-
delphia, Tokyo, Toronto, and Washington are also repre-
sented. To!the authorities and curatorial staS of all these 
museums, who gave Lambert permission to make and 
publish handcopies of objects in their care, we!express 
our gratitude and appreciation.
 For the moment no credit can be given for Lam-
bert’s drawings of cuneiform inscriptions that are now 
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of unknown location. Such drawings are very rare in the 
Nachlass. Lambert made them during his years of iden-
tifying many thousands of cuneiform tablets and other 
objects for various dealers of antiquities in London. It!is 
likely that the objects he copied then are now in pri-
vate collections. We!hope that at some time in the future 
they will surface and be available for further study. In!the 
meantime we trust that any curious collectors who dis-
cover in this volume drawings of antiquities in their cus-
tody will appreciate that Lambert’s handcopies are too 
valuable as additions to scientiCc knowledge to remain 
out of circulation.
 As in the previous volume, a!small number of the 
drawings published here had already been inked by Lam-
bert himself: Nos. LA@, L@B, L>B (K!=?LL), @?A, @LB obv., 
@G=, G?<, GLL, GLH, G@<–@?. One drawing is a Cnal legacy 
of Henry Buglass’s digital work for Babylonian Creation 
Myths: No. LL?. Oe remaining handcopies were scanned 
and inked digitally by the editors. George was respon-
sible for Nos. BB<–B?, BBL–B@, BB>, BB=, B=@–=G, LAA, LA?–L, 
LAG–>, LBH–LA, LLB–LL, LLG–L>, L@A–@<, L@L–GA, LG@–>?, 
L>L–@<=, @?<–L<, @L? rev., @LB rev., @L@–L>, @L=, @@<–@?, 
@@G, @@=, @G<, @>L–>>, @>=–H<, @HB, @HH–=A, @=B, @=H–GAA, 
GA@, G<A, G<G–<>, G<=–?A, G??–B@, GL?, GL@, G@A. Tanigu-
chi inked Nos. BBA, BBB, BBG, BBH, BLA–=L, B=>–==, LA<, 
LAH–B>, LL<, LL@, LLH–L=, L@?, LG<–GL, L>B (K!>>??), @L? 
obv., @LL, @LH, @@A, @@B–@@, @@>–@H, @GA, @G?–GH, @>A–>B, 
@>H, @H?, @HL–H>, @=<–=?, @=L–=>, GA<–L, GAG–=, G<<–<@, 
G<H, GBG–L<, GLB, GLG–L=.
 Oe catalogue that precedes the cuneiform plates 
draws on pencil annotations made by Lambert on the 
original folios, which are quoted as appropriate, but, 
as!with Part One, it!is essentially the work of the Crst- 
named editor. Various scholars were gracious enough 
to answer questions that arose during the compiling of 
it, and their generosity is acknowledged here in a brief 
roll- call: Yoram Cohen, Nicla De!Zorzi, Jeanette Fincke, 
Grant Frame, Ann Guinan, Wayne Horowitz, Ami 
Huang, Hermann Hunger, Enrique Jiménez, Michael 
Jursa, Ulla Koch, Jon Taylor, Konrad Volk, and Cornelia 
Wunsch. None of these kind individuals is responsible 
for any of the catalogue’s shortcomings.
ARG
JT
Buckhurst Hill, June ?A?A
A tablet signature, Oriental Institute Museum, Chicago
AH Abu Habbah; tablet signature, British Museum
AO Antiquités orientales; object signature, Musée du!Louvre
Ash. Mus. Ashmolean Museum, Oxford
Ass Assur; Celd number, excavations at Assur
Bab Babylon; Celd number, excavations at Babylon
BE Babylon- Expedition; Celd number, excavations at Babylon
BLMJ object signature, Bible Lands Museum, Jerusalem
BM British Museum
Bu Budge; tablet signature, British Museum
CAD Assyrian Dictionary of the University of Chicago, ?< vols. (Chicago, <=@G–?A<A)
CBS Collection of the Babylonian Section; tablet signature, University Museum, 
Philadelphia
CDLI Cuneiform Digital Library Initiative, https:// cdli .ucla .edu
CT Cuneiform Texts from Babylonian Tablets in the British Museum  
?L = L.!W.!King, Cuneiform Texts (London, <=AH)
?@ = L.!W.!King, Cuneiform Texts (London, <=A=)
?= = L.!W.!King, Cuneiform Texts (London, <=<A)
B= = C.!J.!Gadd, Cuneiform Texts (London, <=?@)
@< = C.!B.!F.!Walker,!ed., Miscellaneous Texts (London, <=>?)
CTL < A.!R.!George and J.!Taniguchi,!eds., Cuneiform Texts from the Folios of W.!G.!Lambert, 
Part One (University Park, Pa., ?A<=)
CTN Cuneiform Texts from Nimrud 
IV = D.!J.!Wiseman and J.!A.!Black, Literary Texts from the Temple of Nabû (London, 
<==G)
D object signature, Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto
DS Dur- Sharrukin; Celd number, Khorsabad
IM object signature, Iraq Museum, Baghdad
IOC Institute for Oriental Civilizations, University of Tokyo
K Kouyunjik; tablet signature, British Museum
KAL Keilschri%texte aus Assur literarischen Inhalts 
I = N.!P.!Heeßel, Divinatorische Texte!I (Wiesbaden, ?AA>)
V = N.!P.!Heeßel, Divinatorische Texte!II (Wiesbaden, ?A<?)
3++#$V-&/-)0;
x Abbreviations
KAR E.!Ebeling, Keilschri%texte aus Assur religiösen Inhalts, ? vols. (Leipzig, <=<=–?B)
Ki King; tablet signature, British Museum
LKU A.!Falkenstein, Literarische Keilschri%texte aus Uruk (Berlin, <=B<)
Msk Meskene; Celd number, Emar
MSL Materials for the Sumerian Lexicon 
XIII = M.!Civil,!ed., Izi = i&#tu, Ká- gal = abullu and Níg- ga = makk'ru (Rome, <=><)
XIV = M.!Civil,!ed., Ea!A!= nâqu, Aa!A!= nâqu, with their Forerunners and Related 
Texts (Rome, <=>=)
XV = M.!Civil,!ed., (e Series DIRI = (w)atru (Rome, ?AAL)
SS < = M.!Civil, O.!R.!Gurney and D.!A.!Kennedy, Materials for the Sumerian Lexicon, 
Supplementary Series < (Rome, <=HG)
N Nippur; tablet signature, Babylonian Section, University Museum, Philadelphia
NBC Nies Babylonian Collection; tablet signature, Yale Babylonian Collection, New Haven
ND Nimrud; Celd number, excavations at Nimrud
N- T Nippur tablet; Celd number, excavations at Nippur
OB Old Babylonian
OECT Oxford Editions of Cuneiform Texts 
IV = P.!E.!van der Meer, Syllabaries A, B) and B with Miscellaneous Lexicographical 
Texts from the Herbert Weld Collection (Oxford, <=BH)
XI = O.!R.!Gurney, Literary and Miscellaneous Texts in the Ashmolean Museum 
(Oxford, <=H=)
R H.!C.!Rawlinson,!ed., (e Cuneiform Inscriptions of Western Asia, @ vols. (London, 
<HG<–=<)
Rm Rassam; tablet signature, British Museum
ROM object signature, Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto
S† tablet signature, British Museum
SAA State Archives of Assyria 
XX = S.!Parpola, Assyrian Royal Rituals and Cultic Texts (Helsinki, ?A<>)
Si Sippar; tablet signature, Archaeological Museums, Istanbul
Sm Smith; tablet signature, British Museum
SpTU Spätbabylonische Texte aus Uruk 
II = E. von!Weiher, Spätbabylonische Texte aus Uruk, Teil!II (Berlin, <=HB)
STT O.!R.!Gurney, J.!J.!Finkelstein, and P.!Hulin, (e Sultantepe Tablets, ? vols. (London, 
<=@>–GL)
U Ur; Celd number, excavations at Ur
UM University Museum; tablet signature, Babylonian Section, University Museum, 
Philadeplhia
VAS Vorderasiatische Schri%denkmäler 
XXIV = J. van!Dijk, Literarische Texte aus Babylon (Berlin, <=H>)
VAT Vorderasiatische Abteilung, Tontafel; tablet signature, Vorderasiatisches Museum, 
Berlin
YBC tablet signature, Yale Babylonian Collection
Catalogue of Texts
All objects are clay tablets or tablet fragments, unless 
described otherwise.
Special abbreviations: ed. = edition,!// = duplicates.
Unattributed quotations are Lambert’s pencil annota-
tions on his drawings.
Citations in the catalogue of transliterations by folio 
number refer to the page numbers of Lambert’s seven 
British Museum notebooks, which occupy the range 
folios HH=>–<ABBA. Scanned images of the notebooks 
are posted online at http:// oracc .museum .upenn .edu 
/contrib /lambert.
!!"–!#. Omen Compendia
 BBA. VAT <B<A? (Bab LG@<B), excavated at Babylon by 
Koldewey in <=<?, Cndspot Merkes ??k? (Ped-
ersén ?AA@: ?<=, N<B: ?@). Lower part of a Neo- 
Babylonian copy of a collection of omens, mostly 
from unusual sexual activity (similar to CT B= ?G, 
etc., see Freedman <==H: BLA "umma #lu LXXX), 
but also from animal behavior and noises while 
sleeping; catchline, colophon.
 BB<. VAT <BHA= (Ass <>>?<!dm), excavated at AWWur 
by Andrae in <=AH, in!the “House of the Exor-
cist” (NL), Cndspot hDHI.!Lower part of a Neo- 
Assyrian copy of a compendium of sex omens 
("umma #lu CIII), catchline. Another handcopy: 
KAL I B@, ed.!Heeßel ?AA>: <A>–=.
 BB?. VAT <B>=G (Ass <@BA<), excavated at AWWur by 
Andrae, Cndspot eE<AI.!Large fragment from the 
right edge of a Middle Assyrian copy of an omen 
compendium; extispicy (&*pu). Another hand-
copy: KAL V <<G, ed.!Heeßel ?A<?: BA@–H.
 BBB. BM ==AH> (Ki!<=AL-<A-=, <<G), excavated at 
Nineveh by King in <=AL. Fragment from the 
right edge, Neo- Assyrian copy of a compendium 
of liver omens, rubric: Tablet!VII in the series 
“Weapon- Mark” ("umma kakku); catchline. Now 
joins K BG@G+ <G?GH (not copied).
 BBL. BM L<?@@E+ O (+ ) H!(H<-L-?H, HAB), from Baby-
lon or Borsippa. Two fragments of probably the 
same Late Babylonian copy of a compendium of 
omens from the entrails ("umma eka[l t$r#ni]). 
E+ O: fragment from the middle, “very near the 
top”; H: fragment from the leQ edge. Erroneously 
numbered as part of the god list BM L<?@@ (Nos. 
@B?–BG).
 BB@. VAT <ABG=, excavated at AWWur by Andrae. 
Neo- Assyrian fragment from the right edge, 
omen apodoses. Another handcopy: KAL V =H, 
ed.!Heeßel ?A<?: ?=A–=<.
 BBG. VAT ==?<, excavated at AWWur by Andrae. Frag-
ment from the middle, Neo- Assyrian copy of a 
collection of omens from the behavior of birds. 
Another handcopy: KAL I ?>, ed.!Heeßel ?AA>: 
=>–=H.
 BB>. ROM =<Ax?A=.L@H (D!==<), written in Uruk. Right 
part of a Late Babylonian copy of a commentary 
on omens of anomalous births ("umma izbu 
XIV), catchline and colophon. Ed. Leichty <=>A: 
?B?–BB, De!Zorzi ?A<L: G=H–>AA; see also De!Zorzi 
and Jursa ?A<<.
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!!$–%"". Divination Rituals, Questions 
(t!m"tus), and Prayers (ikribs)
 BBH. BM BHHBL (HA-<<-<?, ><=), from Babylon or Bor-
sippa. Fragment from the lower right corner, Late 
Babylonian copy of a collection of oracle ques-
tions!// Lambert ?AA>: no.!=; colophon.
 BB=. K <GH>?, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian fragment 
from the right edge of a small tablet; Lambert 
<==?: ?: “TamXtu?”
 BLA. K <==?H, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian fragment 
from the middle; Lambert <==?: L?: “TamXtu?”
 BL<. K BGGB, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian fragment 
from the leQ edge: [oracle question?], divination 
prayer, rubric (ta- mit [. . .]), and ritual.
 BL?. Rm ???+ @<B, excavated at Nineveh by Rassam in 
<H>H. LeQ part of a Neo- Assyrian copy of a hand-
book of ornithoscopy: omens, divination prayers, 
rubric (@ ta- wi- it [muWen]), and colophon; tablet 
of Nabû- zuqup- kYnu. Ed. Starr <=HB: G<–GB, Koch 
?A<@.
 BLB. K <AGBA+ <<H<@, from Nineveh. Upper leQ corner, 
Neo- Assyrian catalogue of ikribs; see Lambert 
?A<L: @L. Old handcopy and ed.: Zimmern <=A<: 
no.!=G.
 BLL. Rm!II ?@H, excavated at Nineveh by Rassam in 
<H>H. Lower right corner, Neo- Assyrian catalogue 
of ikribs and t#m$tus; see Lambert ?A<L: @L.
 BL@. K ?BGL+ ><<<+ <BB?B, from Nineveh. Upper 
right part of a Neo- Assyrian copy of ikrib-
compendium “Nineveh <”!// Nos. BLG!// BL>; 
catchline, Ashurbanipal colophon type l. Old 
handcopy of K ?BGL: Zimmern <=A<: no.!>G.
 BLG. Sm >HH, excavated at Nineveh by Smith in <H>L. 
Fragment from the top edge, Neo- Assyrian copy 
of ikrib-compendium “Nineveh <”!// Nos. BL@!// 
BL>. Old handcopy and ed.: Zimmern <=A<: no.!>>.
 BL>. K ?BGB+ ?>H>+ HA=G+ H<GG+ <@=L?+ <GG=?, 
from Nineveh. Neo Assyrian copy of ikrib-
compendium “Nineveh <”!// Nos. BL@!// BLG; 
catchline, Ashurbanipal colophon type l. Old 
handcopy and ed.: Zimmern <=A<: no.!>H (K!?BGB+ 
?>H>). Transliteration: folio =HLA (K!<@=L?).
 BLH. K @LAHA+ Rm <L@, from Nineveh, part excavated 
by Rassam in <H>H. Neo- Assyrian copy of an 
ikrib-compendium: obv. @!–G!!// Nos. B@L: >!–=!!// 
B@@ obv. >!–H!; <B!–rev.!// “Nineveh <” Nos. BL@–L>. 
Old handcopy and ed.: Zimmern <=A<: no.!>@.
 BL=. K BB=G+ H=B@+ <??AL+ <GHA?+ HB-<-<H, LB>, from 
Nineveh, part excavated by Rassam in <HH?. Neo- 
Assyrian copy of ikrib-compilation “Nineveh ?”: 
obv. =!–<?!!// Nos. B@A iii LB–L>!// B@<: >@–>H!// B@B: 
<–@; obv. <B!–?A!!// No. B@? obv. =!–<G!; obv. ?<!–
?>!!// Nos. B@A ii <!–@!!// BH? a <!–<<!; rev. B!–>!!// 
No. B@A iv <@–?B; catchline. Old handcopy and ed. 
of!HB-<-<H, LB>: Zimmern <=A<: no.!=L. Translitera-
tions: folios H=B? (K!H=B@), ==?< (K!<GHA?).
 B@A. K BG@L+ >=G=+ Sm HA?+ <B<=, from Nineveh, part 
excavated by Smith in <H>L. Neo- Assyrian copy of 
ikrib-compilation “Nineveh B,” in!four columns: 
col. ii!<!–@!!// Nos. BL= obv. ?@!–?>!!// BH? a H!–<<!; 
ii!G!–<<!!// No. BH? a <?!–<=!; iii ?B–B?!// Nos. B@= 
obv. <L!–rev. L!// BG@ b B!–<?!; iii BB–B=!// No. B@= 
obv. B!–>!; iii LB–iv ?!// Nos. B@<: >@–HA!// B@B: <–H, 
cf.!BL= obv. =!–<?!; iv!B–>!// Nos. B@<: H<–HL!// B@B: 
=–<A!// B@= rev. @–=; iv!<@–?B!// No. BL= rev. B!–>!. 
Old handcopies: Zimmern <=A<: nos. HB (K!BG@L), 
H= (K!>=G=).
 B@<. BM LA>=@+ LAHAG+ L<?@GA (H<-L-?H, BLA+ B@?+ 
HALA), from Babylon (Jimjima). Neo- Babylonian 
copy of an ikrib-compendium: ll.!>@–HL!// Nos. 
B@A iii LB–iv >!// B@B; cf.!BL= obv. =!–<?!; catchlines 
and colophon: CQh nis+u, scribe Nabû- tabni- uZur 
s. Ile[[i- bullu\u- Nabû.
 B@?. BM <BL@?H (<=B?-<?-<?, @?B), excavated at 
Nineveh by Oompson in <=B?. Fragment from 
the leQ edge, Neo- Assyrian copy of an ikrib-
compendium: obv. =!–<G!!// No. BL= obv. <B!–?A!. 
Transliteration: folio =LA<.
 B@B. K <@BBL+ Rm!II <@?, from Nineveh, part excavated 
by Rassam in <H>H. Fragment from the leQ cor-
ner, Neo- Assyrian copy of an ikrib-compendium: 
ll.!<–@!// Nos. BL= obv. =!–<?!; <–<A!// B@A iii LB–iv 
L!// B@<: >@–H?. Old handcopy and ed. of Rm!II 
<@?: Zimmern <=A<: no.!=A. Transliteration: folio 
=HL= (K!<@BBL).
 B@L. K L>BB, from Nineveh. Fragment from the 
leQ edge, Neo- Babylonian copy of an ikrib-
compendium: ll.!>!–<?!!// Nos. BLH obv. @–G!!// B@@ 
obv. >–<<.
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 B@@. Sm ==H, excavated at Nineveh by Smith in <H>L. 
Fragment from the top right corner of a multi-
column tablet, Neo- Assyrian copy of an ikrib-
compendium: obv. >–<<!// Nos. BLH obv. @!–G!!// 
B@L: >!–<?!; rev. ?!–=!!// No. B@G. Transliteration: 
folios =L=<–=?.
 B@G. K HGA?, from Nineveh. LeQ part of a landscape 
tablet, Neo- Assyrian copy of an ikrib!// No. B@@ 
rev. ?!–=!. Transliteration: folio =AG=.
 B@>. HB-<-<H, @?<, excavated at Nineveh by Rassam in 
<HH?. Neo- Assyrian fragment from the middle, 
ikrib and ritual. Old handcopy and ed.: Zimmern 
<=A<: no.!HG.
 B@H. H?-@-??, @AB, excavated at Nineveh by Rassam in 
<HH< or <HH?. Neo- Assyrian fragment from the 
upper right corner, ikribs, catchline and colo-
phon. Possibly part of No. B@=.
 B@=. HB-<-<H, L?G, excavated at Nineveh by Rassam 
in <HH?. Neo- Assyrian fragment from lower 
right corner, ikribs: obv. <L!–rev. L!// Nos. B@A iii 
?B–B?!// BG@ b B!–<?!; rev. @–=!// No. B@A iv B–>. 
Possibly part of No. B@H. Old handcopy and ed.: 
Zimmern <=A<: no.!=@.
 BGA. K <GBLB, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian fragment 
from the right edge, ikribs.
 BG<. K <??A>, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian fragment 
from the middle, ikrib. Old handcopy and ed.: 
Zimmern <=A<: no.!=B.
 BG?. >=->-H, <><, excavated at Nineveh by Rassam in 
<H>=. Neo- Assyrian fragment from the leQ edge, 
ikribs. Old handcopy and ed.: Zimmern <=A<: 
no.!=?.
 BGB. K GGG@, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian fragment 
from the middle, ikribs.
 BGL. Sm <@=A, excavated at Nineveh by Smith in <H>L. 
Neo- Assyrian fragment from the middle, ikribs. 
Transliteration: folio =A@>.
 BG@. K G?BA, from Nineveh. Fragment from the middle 
of a multicolumn tablet (“a rev. Rake?”), Neo- 
Assyrian copy of an ikrib-compendium: col. b 
B!–<?!!// Nos. B@A iii ?B–B?!// B@= obv. <L!–rev. L. 
Old handcopy and ed.: Zimmern <=A<: no.!H>.
 BGG. Sm <=BA, excavated at Nineveh by Smith in  
<H>L. Neo- Assyrian fragment from the middle, 
ikrib.
 BG>. K <<>GB, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian fragment 
from the lower edge, ikrib. Cf.!folio H=G<.
 BGH. K BABA, from Nineveh. Fragment from the leQ 
edge, Neo- Babylonian copy of ikribs and rituals.
 BG=. K ?B@B (LH-<<-L, ?H@), from Nineveh. Upper part 
of Neo- Assyrian copy of ikribs and ritual: obv.!// 
No. B>A obv.; rev. Ashurbanipal colophon type l 
(not copied). Old handcopy and ed.: Zimmern 
<=A<: no.!H@.
 B>A. Rm!II <>A, excavated at Nineveh by Rassam 
in <H>H. Fragment from top leQ corner, Neo- 
Assyrian copy of ikribs and ritual: obv.!// No. BG= 
obv.; rev. trace of text, then Ashurbanipal colo-
phon type l (not copied). Old handcopy and ed.: 
Zimmern <=A<: no.!HL.
 B><. Bu H=-L-?G, <<L, excavated at Nineveh by Budge 
in <HH=. Fragment from bottom leQ corner, per-
haps part of the same tablet as No. B>A (“could 
be bottom portion”), Neo- Assyrian copy of ikribs 
and ritual: rev.!// No. B>? col. a!G!–<<!. Old hand-
copy Zimmern <=A<: no.!=<.
 B>?. BM >>=H@ (H@-L-BA, <>H), probably from Sippar. 
Fragment from the middle of a multicolumn tab-
let, Neo- Babylonian copy of ikribs: col. a!G!–<<!!// 
No. B>< rev. <; <?!–<@!!// No. B>B obv. <?!–<L!.
 B>B. K ?@<=, from Nineveh. Lower part of a Neo- 
Assyrian tablet of ikribs and rituals: obv. <?!–<L!!// 
No. B>? a <?!–<@!. Old handcopy: Craig <H=@: 
GA–G?; ed.!Zimmern <=A<: No. <AA.
 B>L. K BL><+ HB-<-<H, L?H, from Nineveh, part exca-
vated by Rassam in <HH?. Upper part of a Neo- 
Assyrian tablet, ikribs, catchline and colophon. 
Old handcopy and ed. of!HB-<-<H, L?H: Zimmern 
<=A<: no.!=>.
 B>@. K H>?B, from Nineveh. Neo- Babylonian frag-
ment from the upper leQ corner, ikrib; reverse 
uninscribed.
 B>G. K <<>HB, from Nineveh. Neo- Babylonian fragment 
from the right edge, ikrib.
 B>>. HB-<-<H, L?>+ BM ==AH= (<=AL-<A-=, <<H), exca-
vated at Nineveh by Rassam in <HH? and King in 
<=AL. LeQ part of a Neo- Assyrian tablet of mixed 
content: rituals, incantation, ikrib for use in 
lecanomancy: rev.(?)!// Nos. B>H obv.(?)!// B>=!// 
BHA!// BH? b. Other handcopies: Zimmern <=A<: 
Cuneiform Texts from the Folios of!W.!G.!Lambert, Part TwoL
no.!HA (HB-<-<H, L?>); Abusch and Schwemer ?A<G: 
pls. B?–BB, obv. ed. pp.!<HL–HH.
 B>H. K B>@AB, from Nineveh. Fragment from the leQ 
edge, Neo- Assyrian copy of ikrib and ritual: 
obv.!// No. B>> rev.(?) etc. Old handcopy and ed.: 
Zimmern <=A<: no.!>=.
 B>=. K G=?<, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian fragment 
from the middle, ikrib!// No. B>> rev.(?) etc.
 BHA. Rm!II BA<, excavated at Nineveh by Rassam in 
<H>H. Neo- Assyrian fragment from the right edge, 
ikrib and ritual!// Nos. B>> rev.(?)!// BH? b etc. Old 
handcopy and ed.: Zimmern <=A<: no.!H<.
 BH<. H<-?-L, BB<, excavated at Nineveh by Rassam in 
<HHA. Neo- Assyrian fragment from the top leQ cor-
ner: obv. ikrib; rev. Ashurbanipal colophon type a.
 BH?. Sm ><H+ <AB?, excavated at Nineveh by Smith in 
<H>L. LeQ portion of a multicolumn Neo- Assyrian 
tablet, ikribs and ritual: col. a!<!–<<!!// No. BL= obv. 
?<!–?>!; a!H!–<=!!// No. B@A ii <!–<<!; b!// Nos. B>> 
rev.(?)!// BHA etc. Old handcopy and ed. of!Sm 
<AB?: Zimmern <=A<: no.!H?.
 BHB. K <><<L, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian fragment 
from the middle, ikrib: ll.!<!–?!!// No. BHL catchline.
 BHL. K =HAB+ =H@B, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian frag-
ment from the leQ edge: rev. ikrib, catchline and 
colophon.
 BH@. K H<GH, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian fragment 
from the middle, ritual and ikrib!// No. BHG rev. 
Old handcopy and ed.: Zimmern <=A<: no.!=H.
 BHG. Sm >><, excavated at Nineveh by Smith in <H>L. 
Neo- Assyrian fragment from the leQ edge, ikrib, 
ritual!// No. BH@, catchline and colophon. Old 
handcopy and ed.: Zimmern <=A<: no.!==.
 BH>. K H<@@, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian fragment from 
the lower leQ corner of a multicolumn tablet, ikribs. 
Old handcopy and ed.: Zimmern <=A<: no.!HH.
 BHH. H<-?-L, ?<L, excavated at Nineveh by Rassam in 
<HHA. Upper part of a Neo- Assyrian tablet, ikrib. 
Old handcopy and ed.: Zimmern <=A<: no.!<A<.
 BH=. K @=AA, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian fragment 
from the leQ edge, ikrib, bird. Old handcopy: Gray 
<=A<: pl.!H. Oe join of No. BH= and B=A cited in CAD 
M/? BAH is a Cction (L.: “no!join, not same tablet”).
 B=A. K <B=>B, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian fragment 
from the middle, ikrib, bird.
 B=<. K <G><B, from Nineveh. Neo- Babylonian fragment 
from the middle, ikrib. Transliteration: folio =L=?.
 B=?. BM BA@LG (S† >G-<<-<>, ?>B), from Babylon. Late 
Babylonian fragment from the middle, ikribs.
 B=B. BM @?G@> (H?-B-?B, BG=<), probably from Sippar. 
Late Babylonian fragment from the leQ edge: obv. 
ikrib to ]amaW!// K HA@< (Lambert <=GA: B?? and 
pl.!BB); rev. ikrib to Ninurta. Transliteration: folio 
<A<A<.
 B=L. K ?A@B?, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian fragment 
from the middle, rubric ([ik- ri]b) and ikrib. Lam-
bert <==?: @A “TamXtu.”
 B=@. HB-<-<H, H<>, excavated at Nineveh by Rassam in 
<HH?. Neo- Assyrian fragment from the middle; 
with the rubric (l. G!) cf.!No. B@H obv. @.
 B=G. K <=BLH, from Nineveh. Fragment from the right 
corner of a small Neo- Babylonian tablet, Lambert 
<==?: BL “TamXtu/Ikrib?” Reverse uninscribed.
 B=>. K <?H, from Nineveh. Neo- Babylonian copy of the 
“Kaksisa ikrib.” Old handcopy and ed.: Burrows 
<=?L: BB–BG, pls. ?–B.
 B=H. K B>=L+ BM ==<?> (Ki!<=AL-<A-=, <@>), from 
Nineveh, part excavated by King in <=AL. Neo- 
Assyrian copy of the “Sîn ikrib”!// No. B==; 
catchline, colophon. Transliteration: folios <A<HB–
HL. Old handcopies: Perry <=A>: pl.!< (K!B>=L), 
ed. pp.!?B–?H; Langdon <=<@: <=A (BM!==<?>), ed. 
pp.!<=<–=?.
 B==. K ?>@<+ ?>=?+ >=>B+ =?L?+ <AA<<+ <B>H@, from 
Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian copy of the “Sîn ikrib”!// 
No. B=H. Transliterations: folios =AG= (K!=?L?), 
=<G@ (K!<B>H@), =L>>=–>= (K!?>=?+ >=>B+ =?L?), 
=GLB (K!<AA<<), =HB< (K!?>@<), <A<H@–HG (whole 
rev.). Old handcopy: Perry <=A>: pl.!? (K!?>=?+ 
>=>B), ed. pp.!?B–?H.
 LAA. K <<L<>, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian fragment 
from the lower edge, probably ikrib. Translitera-
tion: folio =>?>.
%"&–#. Taboos of the Gods
 LA<. CBS <G, written at Borsippa. Neo- Babylonian 
copy of the Taboos of the Gods (“Oe cat is 
the taboo of AnWar,” Tablet!I)!// LKU L@!// 
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Nos.!LA?–L!// LAG, catchline and colophon, 
“property of Nabû, king of the universe.” 
Written under the direction of Nabû- zYru- 
lXWir s. B^baya, Nabopolassar year >.
 LA?. BM >G?BA (AH!HB-<-<H, <@=>), from Sippar. Frag-
ment from the middle, Neo- Babylonian copy 
of!the Taboos of the Gods!// No. LA<. Translitera-
tion: folio <AAA=.
 LAB. BM B>G>@+ B>HGH (HA-G-<>, <LB?+ <G?@), from 
Babylon or Borsippa. Fragment from the leQ 
edge, Neo- Babylonian copy of the Taboos of 
the Gods!// No. LA<. Part of the same tablet as 
No.!LAL.
 LAL. BM B>H@= (HA-G-<>, <G<G), from Babylon or 
Borsippa. Fragment from the middle, Neo- 
Babylonian copy of the Taboos of the Gods!// 
No.!LA<. Part of the same tablet as No. LAB.
 LA@. BM BLH=@ (Sp!II LAG), probably from Babylon. 
Late Babylonian fragment from the middle, prob-
ably the Taboos of the Gods but not a duplicate of 
any other manuscript.
 LAG. BM L<?HH (H<-L-?H, HBG), from Babylon or Bor-
sippa. Lower portion of a Neo- Babylonian copy 
of the Taboos of the Gods!// No. LA<.
 LA>. BM B@LA< (Sp!II =HL)+ @@LH@ (H?->-L, @H)+ ==GG=+ 
==GH@(HB-<-?<, ?AB<+ ?AL>) (+ ) L@>BB (H<->-G, <LB), 
probably from Babylon. Late Babylonian copy 
of a commentary on the Taboos of the Gods. 
BM!L@>BB touches BM @@LH@ but does not make 
a secure join. Transliterations: folios =<H=–=A 
(BM!L@>BB), =?A>–H (B@LA<), <A??@ (==GG=, ==GH@). 
A!fragment from the same hand is No. LBH.
%"$–!%. 'e Aluzinnu Compendium
 LAH. K LBBL, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian copy of the 
aluzinnu compendium in six columns, ed.!Ebel-
ing <=B<: =–<= (with Nos. L<B–<L). Small frag-
ments of surface at the top of col. i!and bottom 
of col. iii, now missing, are restored from the old 
handcopy!of Norris (II!R GA no.!<). Oe small area 
of surface of cols. iv–v copied on Pl. GG, bottom 
right, falls towards the bottom of the columns; see 
the photograph at CDLI PB=@LH>.
 LA=. K <AA@?+ <BHGL, from Nineveh. Fragments from 
the obverse of a Neo- Assyrian copy of the alu-
zinnu compendium in six columns, cols. i–ii of 
the same tablet as Nos. L<A–<<!// No. L<= i–ii. 
Transliteration: folio =B<? (<AA@? only).
 L<A. K HB?<, from Nineveh. Fragment from the reverse, 
cols. iv–v of the same six- column tablet as Nos. 
LA= and L<<;!// No. L?H i. Old handcopies: Meiss-
ner <H=H: @?<, Bergmann <=@B: @A.
 L<<. K >@>A+ >@>@+ >@>G+ >@>>+ >@>H+ >@>=, from 
Nineveh. Fragments from the reverse, col. v!of the 
same six- column tablet as Nos. LA=–<A;!// No. L<L 
col. v.
 L<?. K =HHG, from Nineveh. Fragment from the 
obverse of a Neo- Assyrian copy of the aluzinnu 
compendium in six columns, cols. ii–iii of the 
same tablet as Nos. L<B–<L;!// No. LAH ii–iii. 
Another handcopy: Weid ner <=@B.
 L<B. K GB=?, from Nineveh. Fragment from col. vi!of 
the same six- column tablet as Nos. L<? and L<L;!// 
No. LAH vi. Old handcopies: Virolleaud <=A<: ?@>; 
Langdon <=?B: ???–?> (ed.), pl.!<G.
 L<L. K =?H>, from Nineveh. Fragment from cols. iv–v 
of the same six- column tablet as Nos. L<?–<B;!// 
No. L<H iv–v. Old handcopy: Boissier <=A<: <@=–GA.
 L<@. ND @@A?, excavated at Nimrud by Mallowan in 
<=@@, Cndspot Nabû temple NT <L “in!rubbish 
above Roor.” Middle portion of a Neo- Assyrian 
copy of the aluzinnu compendium in four col-
umns, part of the same tablet as Nos. L<G–<> 
(Wiseman and Black <==G: BA). Another hand-
copy: CTN IV ?A@ (Black, Wiseman).
 L<G. ND @L?G, excavated at Nimrud by Mallowan in 
<=@@, Cndspot Nabû temple NT <L “in!rubbish on 
Roor.” Lower portion of a Neo- Assyrian copy of 
the aluzinnu compendium, part of the same four- 
column tablet as Nos. L<@ and L<>. Another hand-
copy: CTN IV ?AL (Wiseman).
 L<>. ND @@AB, excavated at Nimrud by Mallowan in 
<=@@, Cndspot Nabû temple NT <L “in!rubbish 
above Roor.” Surface Rake from the same tablet as 
Nos. L<@–<G: col. i!// No. L<H ii, col. ii!// No. L<? iii. 
Another handcopy: CTN IV ?AG (Wiseman).
 L<H. BM >H=>B (Bu!H=-L-?G, ?GH), probably from 
Borsippa. Neo- Babylonian copy of the aluzinnu 
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compendium in six columns; colophon, tablet of 
Nabû- Wumu(?)- lXWir s. Nabû-n^din-a_i.
 L<=. BM L>BGL (H<-<<-B, G=), from Babylon or Bor-
sippa. Neo- Babylonian copy of the aluzinnu com-
pendium in six columns. Transliteration: folios 
=BL=–@<.
 L?A. BM >GGAH (AH!HB-<-<H, <=>=), probably from 
Sippar. Fragment from the middle of a Neo- 
Babylonian copy of the aluzinnu compendium 
in six columns: cols. i–ii!// No. L<= i–ii, col. v!// 
No.!L<@ iii, col. vi!// No. L?H iv. Transliteration of 
rev.: folio <AABL.
 L?<. BM @<L>H (H?-B-?B, ?@<?), probably from Sippar. 
Fragment from the top edge, Neo- Babylonian 
copy of the aluzinnu compendium!// No. L?H iv.
 L??. BM LGBL@ (+ ) LGB@? (H<->-?H, >A (+ ) >>), probably 
from Babylon. Late Babylonian copy of the alu-
zinnu compendium, Crst half, in!four columns: 
col. iv!// No. LAH iii, perhaps traces of a colophon. 
Oe two pieces touch but do not make a secure 
join. Transliteration: folio =LBH (LGBL@).
 L?B. BM LA<<> (H<-?-<, HB)!(+ ) >>?GL (SH!HB-=-?H, <@), 
probably from Babylon. Two fragments of a Late 
Babylonian copy of the aluzinnu compendium, 
Crst half, in!four columns: cols. i–ii!// No. L<H i–ii, 
col. iii!// No. LAH ii, col. iv!// No. L<@ ii. Translit-
eration: folios =>GL–G@ (LA<<>).
 L?L. BM B@@@> (Sp!III GL), probably from Babylon. 
Right portion of Late Babylonian copy of the 
aluzinnu compendium, Crst half, in!four columns, 
probably part of the same tablet as No. L?G, but 
no actual join (contra Leichty et!al. <=HH: =B): 
rev.!iii!// No. L?? iii.
 L?@. VAT <>?A<, excavated at Babylon by Koldewey. 
Fragment from the leQ edge, Neo- Babylonian 
copy of the aluzinnu compendium!// No. LAH vi. 
Another handcopy: VAS XXIV <<H (van Dijk).
 L?G. BM >>?@< (SH!HB-=-?H, ?), probably from Baby-
lon. Fragment from the lower edge, Late Babylo-
nian copy of the aluzinnu compendium, Crst half, 
in!four columns, probably part of the same tablet 
as No. L?L: col. ii!// No. LAH ii.
 L?>. BM <>@HL (=L-<-<@, ?=H), probably from Babylon. 
Fragment from the top edge, Late Babylonian 
copy of the aluzinnu compendium, Crst half, 
in!four columns: obv. ii!// No. L<= i; rev. iii!// 
No.!L?? iii.
 L?H. BM L>HH> (H<-<<-B, @=L), from Babylon or Bor-
sippa. Lower leQ corner of a Late Babylonian 
copy of the aluzinnu compendium, second half, 
in!four columns: col. iv!// No. LAH vi. Translitera-
tion: folios =BG@–GG.
 L?=. BM >??G@ (H?-=-<H, <??><), probably from Sip-
par. Neo- Babylonian fragment from the middle, 
text related to the aluzinnu compendium: l.!B!!// 
No.!L<H iii @!.
 LBA. BM @@AGA (H?-@-??, <B=<), probably from Sippar. 
Late Babylonian school- exercise tablet: obv. (a)!the 
aluzinnu compendium!// No. L<= i; (b)!Urra XXII, 
not copied; rev. Urra XXIII–XIV, not copied. 
A!handcopy of the whole: Gesche ?AAA: L<H.
 LB<. BM L?B<G (H<->-<, >G), from Sippar (Abu Habbah). 
Late Babylonian copy of lines excerpted from the 
aluzinnu compendium; cf.!Nos. L<L iv!// L<H iv.
 LB?. BM B>@GL (HA-G-<>, <B?<), from Babylon or Bor-
sippa. Late Babylonian school- exercise tablet: 
obv.(?) (a)!unidentiCed, (b)!aluzinnu compen-
dium!// No. L<H iv; rev.(?) (a)!Malku II H@–=A, 
(b)!unidentiCed. Another handcopy: Gesche 
?AAA: ?==.
 LBB. BM >GG=L (AH!HB-<-<H, ?AG@), from Sippar. 
Neo- Babylonian school- exercise tablet: obv. 
(a)!unidentiCed, (b)!aluzinnu compendium!// 
No.!LAH ii; rev. lexical, not copied.
 LBL. BM >@=H@ (AH!HB-<-<H, <BLH), from Sippar. 
Neo- Babylonian school-exercise tablet: (a)!not 
copied, (b)!aluzinnu compendium!// No. LAH v, 
(c)!unidentiCed.
  N.B.!Other handcopies by Lambert of excerpts 
of the aluzinnu compendium on school- exercise 
tablets are Lambert ?A<B: pl.!<L!BM BGL<> (b), 
pl.!?A BM @LGA=(+ )<BGH>= (b), BM!LG@G> (c), 
pl.!?G BM B>=?> (c); CTL < nos. =A (b), ?A@ (b).
%!(–(&. 'eological and Religious Texts
 LB@. VAT <A<L? (+ ) <A<>>, excavated at Assur by 
Andrae. Fragments of a Neo- Assyrian copy of a 
syncretistic work on Marduk (&umka DN) in!the 
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style of a prose hymn. Old handcopies (Ebeling): 
KAR BAL (<A<>>), BB> (“<A<LA”). Oere is uncer-
tainty about the museum number of the latter 
(“on tablet—<A<L?, on!box—<A<LA”). On!this text 
see Lambert <=GL: <<–<B; id.!?A<B: ?G@; Groneberg 
<=H> II <>G–>>; Schwemer ?AA<: GG@ n.!@@<=. Oe 
identiCcation of obverse and reverse and the 
line- numbering of the two fragments follow Lam-
bert’s annotations on his original pencil draw-
ings, as!informed by unpublished manuscripts, 
BM!LBHB=+ (folios <A<>>–>H)!// <L<>H<. A!further 
duplicate is a tablet from the Sippar library now 
in the Iraq Museum. A!new edition of the text 
is in preparation by Anmar Fadhil and Enrique 
Jiménez.
 LBG. BM BH@GL (HA-<<-<?, LLH), from Babylon or Bor-
sippa. Late Babylonian copy of an expository text 
which equates features of the city, palace, and 
its personnel with other items, mostly deities; 
colophon. A!similar fragment is BM BH?G= (folio 
===<).
 LB>. BM GGG<A (H?-=-<H, GGAB), probably from Sippar. 
Neo- Babylonian copy of expository texts: obv. the 
list of Divine Daughters!// Cavigneaux <=H<: <>B 
obv. <–rev. ? (ed. George ?AAA: ?=@)!// BM BH<>G 
(folio =HLB); rev. ritual explanatory text, colo-
phon. Transliterations: folios =HLB, <ABA@.
 LBH. BM B@GHG (Sp!III ?AL), probably from Babylon. 
Late Babylonian fragment from the middle, per-
haps a commentary or expository text. “Same 
hand, perhaps not same tablet as” No. LA>.
 LB=. K <B=LA, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian fragment 
from the middle, a!commentary or expository 
text: ll.!L!–@!!// K =HLL: B!–L! (folio =A=<), l.!G! 
cited in Lambert ?A<B: L=?.
 LLA. K ?>GH, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian fragment 
from the right edge, demonology or similar.
 LL<. K <B>A@, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian fragment 
from the middle, expository text of uncertain 
genre, perhaps a ritual commentary: l.!?! is 
quoted by Frahm and Jiménez ?A<@: B?=.
 LL?. K <BLBH, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian fragment 
from the middle, expository text; note l.!H! den]-
me- &ár- ra na- á& giWtukulmeW. Bezold <H=B: <B<? 
“astrological text.”
 LLB. K <?<AH+ <BB=G, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian 
fragment from the lower edge, an!astrological 
expository text, known also from No. LLL, K!B?<B 
(Lambert ?A<B: pl.!LB)!and VAT =L?>. On!this text 
see further Lambert ?A<B: <>=.
 LLL. K =@=L, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian fragment 
from the middle, same text as No. LLB. Joined 
since copying to K ?A?HL. Old handcopy and ed.: 
Brünnow <HH=: ?BB, ?L=.
 LL@. K ?>GA+ <BH?B, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian 
fragment from the top edge, astrological lore: 
obv.!<!// V R LG no.!<: <<, cited by Lambert ?A<B: ?<G.
 LLG. BM LG@LH (H<-H-BA, <L), from Borsippa. Upper 
part of a Late Babylonian copy of texts from 
the lore of the cult- singer: obv. theology of the 
kalû, see Livingstone <=HG: <=A, ?AA etc.; rev. 
bilingual prayer &ulu++a- men, for use in rituals 
of the kalû!// Oureau- Dangin <=?<: B?; catch-
line, colophon, scribe Nabû-uballissu s. BYl-
uZurWu,“property of Nabû, king of the universe.” 
Transliteration: folios ==?=–BA.
 LL>. BM GHAG<+ >B=<G+ >B=== (H?-=-<H, HA@=+ <B=?>+ 
<LA<A), written at Babylon. Upper part of a Late 
Babylonian copy of a bilingual enumeration of 
the symbolic representations of gods that were 
stationed right and leQ in rituals of the exorcist; 
colophon, scribe BYl- lY[i- kala s. A_u-bani. Some 
sections of this composition were transmitted as 
incantations in B$t m*seri (Seidl and Sallaberger 
?AA@–G: GH–><).
 LLH. DS B?->, excavated at Khorsabad by Loud in <=B?, 
Cndspot “Nabû temple, forecourt” (Loud and 
Altman <=BH: <AL no.!<A “List of gods”). Fragment 
from the middle of a multicolumn Neo- Assyrian 
copy of a t#kultu ritual, ed. SAA XX L@ with 
handcopy on p.!?LA (Parpola).
 LL=. BM B?G@@ (S† >G-<<-<>, ?L?B), from Babylon. Frag-
ment from the upper or lower right corner of a 
multicolumn Late Babylonian tablet, probably 
containing temple ritual texts: col. ii(?) the end of 
a text purporting to be Marduk’s blessing of his 
high priest; cf.!Oshima ?A<<: <A= AF <?. Physically 
similar very late temple- ritual tablets in the same 
collection are BM B?G@G (George ?AAA: ?>A–HA) 
and BM B?LH?+ (Da!Riva ?A<=).
Cuneiform Texts from the Folios of!W.!G.!Lambert, Part TwoH
 L@A. K H<<<+ <B?GG, from Nineveh. Fragment from the 
middle, Neo- Assyrian copy of a ritual from M$s 
pî, ed.!Walker and Dick ?AA<: ?LA–LL MS E.
 L@<. K ?>?>+ G?<B, from Nineveh. Fragments from 
the right edge of a Neo- Assyrian copy of a ritual 
and incantation prayer to Ea (Mayer <=>G: BH<!Ea 
no.!G). Old handcopy of K ?>?>: Langdon <=?>: 
pl.!@.
%()–#$. Lexical Lists
 L@?. Folio <A>>, from Emar, present whereabouts 
unknown. Top leQ corner of a Middle Babylonian 
tablet in four or more columns: Urra XI–XII, 
unilingual edition; colophon, tablet written by 
IWma`-Dagan. @? a @A!mm. Ois is very probably 
the fragment that was formerly in the collection 
of M.!Yoshikawa and should join Msk >B<A@L+ 
>L?L> (Watanabe <=H>: ?H?).
 L@B. IOC unnumbered (+ ) Folio LGL, from Emar. 
Middle Babylonian copy of Sag- Tablet Recen-
sion B (lexical list sag = ilu), originally in eight 
columns, colophon of Ba`al- b^rû; ed.!Yoshikawa 
and Matsushima <=H< (with another handcopy 
of IOC unnumbered), Civil <=HG. Oe tablet’s 
detached right corner has since been identiCed 
as Msk >B<A@@ = Emar @>@ (Cohen ?AA=: <?L–?@), 
excavated at Emar by Margueron in <=>B, Cndspot 
“Temple!M<.” Oe fragment drawn on folio LGL, 
present whereabouts unknown, is!a piece from 
the right edge which Lambert identiCed as also 
belonging to IOC unnumbered, cols. iv–v.
 L@L. A BA?<< (BN- T B<G), excavated at Nippur by 
McCown and Haines in <=@?, Cndspot Area TA 
?A@ Level!XI ?, House F (Stone <=H>: <>L). Old 
Babylonian school tablet, type II: obv. excerpt 
from OB Diri, ed. MSL XV BL–B@ MS L<; rev. table 
of lengths, not copied, see Robson ?AA?: BB@ Cg.!@.
 L@@. UM @@-?<-BA? (BN- T ?==), excavated at Nippur, 
Cndspot as for No. L@L but Level!XI < (McCown 
and Haines <=G>: <<G; Stone <=H>: <>L). Old Baby-
lonian school tablet, type II: obv. excerpt from OB 
Diri, ed. MSL XV BL–B> MS R<; rev. Nigga MS W< 
(MSL XIII =L), not copied.
 L@G. A BA<=< (BN- T ?GH), excavated at Nippur, Cndspot 
as for No. L@@. Fragment from the middle of an 
Old Babylonian school tablet, type II: excerpt 
from OB Diri, ed. MSL XV BL–B@ MS T<, “could 
be part of K<,” i.e.!No. L@>.
 L@>. UM @@-?<-?=B+ ?=@+ ?=> (BN- T ?>A+ ?>?+ ?>G), 
excavated at Nippur, Cndspot as for No. L@@. Old 
Babylonian school tablet, type I: excerpts from 
OB Diri, ed. MSL XV BL–BH MS K<.
 L@H. N @<@H, excavated at Nippur. Old Babylonian 
school tablet, type II: obv. Proto-Ea MS Ge (MSL 
XIV ?L), not copied; rev. excerpt from OB Diri, 
ed. MSL XV BG–B> MS U<.
 L@=. UM @@-?<-B?? (BN- T LAH), excavated at Nippur, 
Cndspot as for No. L@L. Old Babylonian school 
tablet, type III: excerpt from OB Diri, ed. MSL 
XV BG–B> MS S<.
 LGA. Ash.!Mus.!<=?B-LAA, excavated at KiW by Mackay 
in <=?B. Old Babylonian prism, OB!Diri Oxford 
recension. Oe handcopy is of “section &0-,” col.!iv 
BL–col. v!only, ed. MSL XV L=–@< (N.B.!l.!GLB is 
not supported by the cuneiform). A!handcopy of 
the whole: OECT IV pls. BA–BL (van der Meer).
 LG<. K <HA?<, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian fragment 
from the middle, Diri IV G<–GG, ed. MSL XV 
<@?–@B MS Q.
 LG?. K <H<=G, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian fragment 
from the middle, lexical list. Lambert <==?: <= 
“List of Akkadian words for ‘temple’, cf.!Malku = 
&arru I ?@@–?G@ (JAOS HB L?=): to!Aa?”
 LGB. BM LB@GA (H<->-<, <B?L), from Babylon, Borsippa 
or nearby. Late Babylonian school- exercise tablet: 
obv. unidentiCed bilingual; rev. Malku III <=A–=G.
 LGL. BM L>G=B+ LHH?H+ L=AL< (H<-<<-B, B=H+ <@B=+ <>@?), 
from Babylon or Borsippa. Late Babylonian copy 
of a commentary on Aa II/B. Lambert’s hand-
copy of only LHH?H appears in MSL XIV pl.!B, ed. 
pp.!?>H–>=.
 LG@. BM L>AA= (H<-H-BA, L>@), from Babylon, Borsippa 
or nearby. Fragment from the middle, Late Baby-
lonian copy of a three- column god list best known 
from BM LG@@= (CT!?= LL–L>), its duplicates and 
parallels. Lambert’s notes refer to these and other 
graphically organized god lists as “lexical god 
lists,” to!distinguish them from the theologically 
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organized list An = Anum and its relatives. Some 
or all of them may belong to Diri VII (see Lam-
bert <=><: L>@; Civil ?AAL: <=G). Oey share a folder 
in Lambert’s Nachlass with his transliterations 
of the Old Babylonian Diri fragments (here Nos. 
L@L–GA), and accordingly in the present volume 
take their place here. No. LG@!// CT ?= L@: ?@–B?!// 
No. L>? col. b. Transliteration: folio =H<B.
 LGG. BM LG?H? (H<->-?H, >), probably from Baby-
lon. Late Babylonian school- exercise tablet: 
(a)–(c)!excerpts from Ea I–III (not copied), 
(d)!“lexical god list,” cf.!CT ?= L@: >–<@. Translit-
eration of (d): folios =B@<–@?.
 LG>. BM L@>@L (H<->-G, <GH), probably from Babylon. 
Fragment from the right edge of a multicolumn 
Late Babylonian tablet, “Diri VII? . ” Translitera-
tion: folio =B<@.
 LGH. BM @L<=@ (H?-@-??, BL@), probably from Sippar. 
Top leQ corner of a Late Babylonian school- 
exercise tablet: obv. (a)!lexical god list!// No. LG> 
iii(?), (b)!unidentiCed trace; rev. probably "umma 
izbu XII ('-b U-0 li&#n- &ú), not copied. A!hand-
copy of the whole: Gesche ?AAA: BH?.
 LG=. ND @@@H, excavated at Nimrud by Mallowan in 
<=@@, Cndspot Nabû temple LL in rubbish. Frag-
ment from the middle of a multicolumn Neo- 
Assyrian copy of a lexical god list. Nos. LG=–>? 
are parts of the same tablet, as!too are ND @@GG–
G= (not copied, in!Baghdad). Another handcopy: 
CTN IV ??B (Wiseman).
L>A–>?. ND!@@G@, @@GA, and @@@G, excavated at Nimrud, 
same Cndspot as No. LG=. Fragments from the 
same multicolumn tablet as No. LG=. Other hand-
copies: CTN IV ??B (Knudsen). No. L>? col. b!// 
No. LG@!// CT ?= L@.
 L>B. K >>??+ =?LL, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian frag-
ment from the middle, lexical god list. Part of 
the same tablet as K ?<<L (CT!?@ L?)!and No. L>L. 
Other handcopies: CT!?@ LG (King, >>?? only), 
Lambert ?A<B pl.!>? (=?LL only). Lines G!–<L! 
ed.!Lambert ?A<B: @?A.
 L>L. K <L>@A, from Nineveh. Part of the same tablet as 
No. L>B, q.v. Transliteration: folio =A><.
 L>@. K >AL<, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian fragment 
from the middle, lexical god list, parallels  
No. @?@ rev. iii ?A!–?H!. Part of the same tablet as 
No. L>G.
 L>G. K <BGG=, from Nineveh. Part of the same tablet as 
No. L>@, q.v.
 L>>. BM LG?<= (H<->-G, GH<), probably from Babylon. 
Late Babylonian fragment from the lower edge, 
lexical god list. Transliteration: folio =<=@.
 L>H. K ?A==, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian fragment 
from the lower right corner, lexical god list.
%#*–$%. Miscellaneous Old Babylonian God Lists
 L>=. AO ?L<<G, ex!coll. Dumeni, acquired <=LH. Top 
leQ corner of an Old Babylonian multicolumn 
tablet, “at!least four columns”: obv. god list; rev. 
uninscribed.
 LHA. YBC =HLL. Excerpt from an Old Babylonian god 
list in three sub- columns.
 LH<. NBC G<A<. Old Babylonian god list in three col-
umns, “every line ruled.”
 LH?. YBC ><HG. Old Babylonian school tablet, type III: 
obv. excerpt from a god list!// VAT HB>< rev. <–G 
(Förtsch <=<G: pls. L–@); rev. erased traces, “unin-
scribed (perhaps once two more lines written),” 
not copied.
 LHB. N BH@B. Upper portion of an Old Babylonian 
school tablet, type II: obv. Nippur god list <?>–BH, 
MS!NIIO-H in Peterson ?AA=: <?; rev. metrological 
list.
 LHL. ROM =<Ax?A=.@LB (D!<A>G). Old Babylonian 
school tablet, type III: excerpt from a god list; 
“turns side to side.”
%$(–(%!. An#= Anum and Related God Lists
 LH@. CBS BB<, probably from Sippar. Lower two- thirds 
of a Middle Babylonian version of An = Anum I 
in six columns, catchline.
 LHG. BM GLB=B (H?-=-<H, LB>B), probably from Sippar. 
Major part of a Neo- Babylonian copy of An = 
Anum I in four columns: ll.!<–@G (i), =G–<B< (ii), 
?<<(?)–>> (iii), B<?–@A, catchline, colophon (iv), 
scribe Nabû-erXba s. A_u-Walim.
Cuneiform Texts from the Folios of!W.!G.!Lambert, Part Two<A
 LH>. VAT <>AHH (BE!BGLB?a), excavated at Babylon by 
Koldewey in <=AH, Cndspot Merkes ?Gn? + A.BA 
m, the “diviners’ library” (Pedersén ?AA@: H? ML 
@G). Bottom leQ corner of a Middle Babylonian 
excerpt of An I in one column: obv. ll.!@G–>?; rev. 
>B–HL, “each line ruled.” Another handcopy: VAS 
XXIV <> (van Dijk).
 LHH. BM LBL@@ (H<->-<, <?<=), from Babylon, Bor-
sippa or nearby. Bottom leQ corner of a Late 
Babylonian copy of An I in several columns: obv. 
ll.!>A–H<; rev. ?G=–>>.
 LH=. BM <BL@GA (<=B?-<?-<?, @@@), excavated at Nineveh 
by Oompson in <=B?, joins K LBL=+ (CT!?L ?< 
at i >L–H?). Fragment of the “Great God List,” 
a!Middle Assyrian copy of An = Anum. Ois 
piece: I!<<<–BL. Transliteration: folio =L?@. Other 
fragments of this tablet, which do not join K 
LBL=+ , are Nos. @<B and @<H.
 L=A. BM B>@L= (HA-G-<>, <BAG), from Babylon or Bor-
sippa. Fragment from the middle of a Late Baby-
lonian copy of An = Anum I LH–@=.
 L=<. K >>B<, from Nineveh. Fragment from the top 
right corner of the reverse of a Neo- Assyrian copy 
of An = Anum I in four columns: ll.!B<H–BL.
 L=?. IM @>=@> (?N- T BL=), excavated at Nippur by 
Haines in <=L=–@A, Cndspot TB G?-B<. Middle 
Babylonian school- exercise tablet: obv. An!= 
Anum I L>–@L; rev. vocabulary(?), not copied; see 
Veldhuis ?AAA: G=, >=.
 L=B. Ash.!Mus.!<=?L-H@@+ =A?+ =GA+ <BGG+ <B>G+ <@<H+ 
<HAA+ <HA<+ ?ABL+ ??>H, excavated at KiW, probably 
by Mackay in <=?L. Late Babylonian copy of An = 
Anum II in six columns: ll.!<–B=(?) (i), >L–<A@ (ii), 
BAA–B< (v), BG?–=?, catchline, colophon (vi).
 L=L. BM BH?GH+ B=ALG (HA-<<-<?, <@A+ =B?), from Baby-
lon or Borsippa. Late Babylonian copy of An = 
Anum II in four columns: ll.!@–B@ (i), =G–<<A (ii), 
?>L–=> (iii), BG>–=?, catchline, colophon (iv), 
scribe MuWallim-Marduk.
 L=@. BM <?H<@A (<=?=-<A-<?, HAG), excavated at 
Nineveh by Oompson in <=?=. Flake from the 
reverse of a Neo- Assyrian copy of An = Anum!II 
in several columns: ll.!<<L–?A (iii), ??L–?@? (iv). 
Another handcopy: CT!@< <G? (Oompson). 
Transliteration: folio =LB@.
 L=G. BM LAG@< (H<-L-?H, <=G), from Babylon (Jimjima). 
Fragment from the middle, Late Babylonian copy 
of An = Anum II @A–>A.
 L=>. K ?<<A, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian fragment 
from the middle, joins K ?<@+ col. ii!(CT!?@ ?@): 
An!= Anum III >G–H>. Other parts of the same 
tablet are Nos. L=H–@AA. Oe full number of the 
joined fragments is now K ?<@+ ?<A@+ ?<<A+ LBLB+ 
<L>GA+ <>>=L.
 L=H. K <L>GA, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian fragment 
from the lower edge, joins K ?<@+ cols. i–ii (CT!?@ 
<= and ?@): An!= Anum III @G–@H (i), <A=–<@ (ii). 
Transliteration: folio =A>?. See No. L=>.
 L==. K <>>=L, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian fragment 
from the middle, joins K ?<@+ col. iv!(CT!?@ ?A: 
>–<B): An!= Anum III <H>–==. See No. L=>.
 @AA. K <H<=A, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian fragment 
from the middle, part of the missing col. iii of K 
?<@+ (see Nos. L=>–==): An!= Anum III <B?–LH. 
In!CDLI this fragment bears the number K 
<H<=A+ ?AA>@ (PLABLBL).
 @A<. K ?<GGL, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian fragment 
from the upper rev.: An!= Anum III <@@–G<.
 @A?. BM L?BB> (H<->-<, =>), from Babylon, Borsippa or 
nearby. Late Babylonian copy of An = Anum III 
in four columns: ll.!B–>G (i), HB–<L= (ii), <HG–?<L 
(iii), ?L>–@>, catchline, colophon (iv).
 @AB. K <L>@H, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian fragment 
from the leQ edge, either An = Anum IV <LL–@< or 
more probably Shorter An = Anum, as!part of the 
same tablet as No. @?@ K ?<A=+ . Transliteration: 
folio =A>?.
 @AL. K <L>L=, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian fragment 
from the middle, An!= Anum IV ?BG–LA. Translit-
erations: folios =A><, =>>?.
 @A@. BM B>>?A (HA-G-<>, <L>>), from Babylon or Bor-
sippa. Fragment from the leQ edge, Late Baby-
lonian school- exercise tablet: (a)!An = Anum IV 
<?H–BB, (b)!V <B@–BG. Transliteration: folio =B@H.
 @AG. K <=L?= (Rm!II), excavated at Nineveh by Rassam 
in <H>H. Neo- Assyrian fragment from the right 
edge, An!= Anum V ?AA–L.
 @A>. VAT <HG>G (W!<>><H Kc), excavated at Warka. 
Late Babylonian fragment from the right edge: 
obv. An!= Anum V >L–H@; rev. <=>–?AH.
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 @AH. BM <??GBL (<=BA-@-H, ?B), excavated at Nineveh 
by Oompson in <=BA, Cndspot Ishtar temple 
N.<<. Neo- Assyrian fragment from the middle, 
joins col. i!of K ?@=>+ (CT!?@ <–G) at!K ?=LL: An!= 
Anum V @–B< (i), Ashurbanipal colophon type 
d!(iv). Another handcopy CT @< <@A (Oompson). 
Transliteration: folio =LL<.
 @A=. K H??<, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian frag-
ment from the middle, probably from col. iv!of 
the same tablet as K ?GG+ (CT!?@ ??–?B, B=; 
?= L>)!and K >G?A (CT!?@ ?L): An!= Anum VI 
?@H–>?.
 @<A. BM <?HA@A (O!<=?=-<A-<?, >AG), excavated 
at Nineveh by Oompson in <=?=, “Palace of 
AshurnaZirpal” Chamber!IV.!Neo- Assyrian frag-
ment from the lower right corner: obv. An!= 
Anum VI <B?–L=; rev. <@A–@G. Transliteration =LB<.
 @<<. K <L>@>, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian fragment 
from the middle, probably from col. iv!of the 
same tablet as No. @<?, q.v.: An!= Anum VI ??<–?B, 
??H–BH. Transliteration: folio =A>?.
 @<?. K GAB>+ H??A+ <<<=L+ <L>@L, from Nineveh. Neo- 
Assyrian fragments from the middle, part of 
the same tablet as No. @<<, K!<BGGG (CT!?@ BB), 
K!<B@=<+ (CT!<= <A; ?@ ?=): An!= Anum VI B@–BH 
(ii), H@–<<= (ii). Other handcopies: CT!?@ ?B 
(K!GAB>, King), Meek <=?A: <@= (K!H??A). Translit-
eration: folio =A>< (K!<L>@L only).
 @<B. K ?A@LG, from Nineveh. VitriCed fragment from 
the right edge of the “Great God List,” a!Middle 
Assyrian copy of An = Anum, K!LBL=+ (Lambert 
<==?: @A; see also No. LH=). Ois piece: VI!?>–c. @?.
 @<L. BM @BG<> (H?-B-?B, LG@@), probably from Sippar. 
Neo- Babylonian fragment from the leQ edge: obv. 
An!= Anum VI ?=–B=; rev. ?@A–G@. Another hand-
copy: Pinches <=?G: ?<H (rev. only).
 @<@. BM BGLLG (HA-G-<>, <LB), from Babylon or 
Borsippa. Fragment from the middle, Late 
Babylonian school- exercise tablet: obv. Counsels 
of Wisdom ==–<A@, not copied; rev. (a)!unidenti-
Ced, (b)!An = Anum VI <AL–<?, (c)!An = Anum? 
A!handcopy of the whole: Gesche ?AAA: ?G<. 
Transliteration: folio =B@@.
 @<G. BM BHAHH (HA-G-<>, <=<>), from Babylon or Bor-
sippa. Late Babylonian fragment from the leQ 
edge, perhaps a school- exercise tablet: An!= 
Anum VI <>=–HL. Transliteration: folio =B@H.
  N.B.!Other handcopies by Lambert of excerpts 
of An = Anum on school- exercise tablets are BM 
GHLB@ (CTL < <@H) rev. I!<–@; BM!><=L= (CTL < 
?A>) rev. (a)!I ?>–BA, (b)!II <–>.
 @<>. K H>?A, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian fragment, 
the upper part of K ?AL (CT!?@ LA–L<): obv. An!= 
Anum VII ?–<>a; rev. Ashurbanipal colophon 
type a. Transliteration: folio =@L>.
 @<H. K ?A@L=, from Nineveh. Fragment from the 
middle of the “Great God List,” a!Middle Assyrian 
copy of An = Anum, K!LBL=+ (Lambert <==?: @A): 
text unplaced.
 @<=. Rm!II ?<G, excavated at Nineveh by Rassam in 
<H>H. Neo- Assyrian fragment from the middle, 
part of the same tablet as Bu H=-L-?G, >> (CT!?@ 
?H). Divine Directory of Nippur!// SpTU II ?= iv 
<?–<H, ed.!George <==?: <@G; ll.!B!–<A! parallel to 
An = Anum I ?G?–G>. Transliteration: folio =A@B.
 @?A. K =>HH+ H?-B-?B, @?<>, part excavated at Nineveh 
by Rassam in <HH< or <HH?. Neo- Assyrian frag-
ment from the middle of a tablet of at least two 
columns: col. a!// An = Anum II ?=H–BA=, b!// 
I!BBA–B@. Transliteration: folio =A>>.
 @?<. BM =HH=H (O!<=A@-L-=, LAL), excavated at 
Nineveh by Oompson in <=A@. Neo- Assyrian 
fragment from the reverse, top leQ corner: 
ll.!<–@!// An = Anum III ?<@, <=G–==. Translitera-
tion: folio =A>@.
 @??. BM B>?@? (HA-G-<>, <AAG), from Babylon or Bor-
sippa. Late Babylonian fragment from the top leQ 
corner, perhaps a school- exercise tablet: obv. par-
allel An = Anum VI ?B<–LL; rev. “illegible traces,” 
not copied. Transliteration: folio =B@H.
 @?B. K <@<GA, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian fragment 
from the top edge, joins K LBBHB col. ii!(CT!?L <=): 
Shorter An = Anum I.!Transliteration: folio =A>L.
 @?L. VAT <><?= (BE!L@>GL), excavated at Babylon by 
Koldewey in <=<?, Cndspot Merkes B>q< (Pedersén 
?AA@: <AG). Middle or Neo- Babylonian fragment 
from the top edge of a multicolumn tablet, near 
the right corner: Shorter An = Anum, col. ii!// 
K!LBB= i <!–=! (CT!?@ =). Another handcopy: VAS 
XXIV <H (van Dijk).
Cuneiform Texts from the Folios of!W.!G.!Lambert, Part Two<?
 @?@. K ?<A=+ ?<?<+ @AL<+ GA=B+ >GL=+ H=LL+ <BGH=+ 
<B>AB+ <L>@B+ <G??@+ <GHHA+ <>AH<+ <HHGL, from 
Nineveh. Reverse of a four- column tablet: 
Shorter An = Anum II?, catchline, colophon. 
Another handcopy: CT!?@ BA–B< (K!?<A=+ H=LL+ 
<BGH= only; King). Transliterations: folios =A>< 
(K!<L>@B), =A>B (K!<G??@), =>>< (K!<B>AB), ===@ 
(K!@AL<). Other fragments of this tablet are 
K!<BHG? (CT!?@ L<), “upper col. iii,” K!<<??H (CT!<= 
BH), K!<L>@H (No. @AB), both “upper part col. iv,” 
and K H??B (CT!?@ L@).
 @?G. BM >??A@ (H?-=-<H, <??<A), probably from Sip-
par. Neo- Babylonian fragment from the lower 
right corner: Shorter An = Anum III!// K LBB= iv 
(CT!?@!<L).
 @?>. K <L>GL, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian fragment 
from the top right corner of the reverse(?): names 
of Ninlil, perhaps Shorter An = Anum. Translit-
erations: folios =A>?, =>>?.
 @?H. K <<L?G, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian fragment 
from the middle: names of IWtar, perhaps Shorter 
An = Anum; “cf.!K <LB>A?” Transliteration: folio 
=>?H.
 @?=. BM BLH>G (Sp!II BHB), probably from Babylon. 
Late Babylonian fragment from the middle: 
names of goddesses, “same list as K ?<A=+ ?,” 
i.e.!No. @?@. Another copy: CT!@< =< (Pinches). 
Transliteration: folio =<=@.
 @BA. K <A?<B, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian frag-
ment from the right edge: names of goddesses, 
“could!go with K <<??H.” Transliteration: folio 
=G@=.
 @B<. K @>HAA, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian fragment 
from the top edge: names(?) of!goddesses. Trans-
literation: folio =B@=.
 @B?. BM L<?@@B+ J+ M+ L<BGB (H<-L-?H, HAB+ =<?), from 
Babylon or Borsippa. Oe upper obverse and 
lower reverse of a Late Babylonian copy of a list 
of names of Nergal in three sub- columns, with 
colophon. Now joins BM LA>>L (H<-L-?H, B<=), 
not copied. Lambert’s notes identify the text as 
belonging to Shorter An = Anum. Part of the 
same tablet as Nos. @BB–BL.
 @BB. BM L<?@@C+ I+ L.!Part of the obverse of the same 
tablet as Nos. @B?, q.v.
 @BL. BM L<?@@F, G, K, N, and P.!Further possible frag-
ments of the obverse of the same tablet as Nos. 
@B?–BB, q.v.
 @B@. BM L<?@@A.!Oe lower obverse and upper reverse 
of the same tablet as Nos. @B?–BB, q.v.
 @BG. BM L<?@@D.!Another possible fragment of the 
reverse of the same tablet as Nos. @B?–BB, q.v.
 @B>. BM L>BG@ (HA-<<-B, >A), from Babylon, Borsippa 
or nearby. Late Babylonian copy of a list similar 
to Anu &a am*li in four sub- columns, section 
on Ea!// K LBGG (CT!?@ LH)!// K ?A@?=+ Rm LHB 
(CT!?@ L>); colophon, scribe Kudurru s. Nabctu.
 @BH. BM GHLG?+ >L<H@ (H?-=-<H, HLGA+ <L<=>), prob-
ably from Sippar. Neo- Babylonian copy of 
the god list!An&ar = Anum I in four columns: 
col.!i!H–<G!// K >GG? (CT!?@ >); ii!<=–B> cf.!Rm G<A 
obv. (CT!?@ B@)!// K ?= ii! (CT!?@ BG+ No. @B=); 
catchline, colophon, tablet of Itti- Marduk- bal^\u 
of the!Egibi family. Oe list An&ar = Anum is the 
text!referred to as “A!Late List” in Lambert <=><: 
L>>.
 @B=. Ki <=A?-@-<A, ?H, excavated at Nineveh by King in 
<=A?. Neo- Assyrian fragment from the middle, 
joins K ?= obv. ii! (CT!?@ BG): An&ar = Anum, 
Marduk, ZarpanXtum, cf.!No. @BH ii ?B–BA.
 @LA. BM B=H=< (HA-<<-<?, <>>H), from Babylon or 
Borsippa. Late Babylonian fragment from the 
middle: An&ar = Anum or a similar list, Marduk, 
ZarpanXtum, cf.!Nos. @BH ii ??–BA; @B=.
 @L<. BM BL=>>+ B@@>< (Sp!II @AA+ III >=), probably 
from Babylon. Middle part of a Late Babylonian 
copy of An&ar = Anum or a similar list, in!one col-
umn: obv. ZarpanXtum, Nabû!// No. @BH ii ?@–BH; 
rev. hounds of Marduk, Nergal. Another hand-
copy of BM BL=>>: Strassmaier in Neugebauer 
<=@>: pl.!<L.
 @L?. BM B>B?> (HA-G-<>, <AHL), from Babylon or Bor-
sippa. Late Babylonian fragment from the lower 
edge, An&ar = Anum or a similar list: obv. Ea, 
Damkina; rev. ]amaW!// No. @BH iii ?B!–?=!. Trans-
literation: folio =A>H.
 @LB. BM L@GB= (H<->-G, B?), probably from Babylon. 
Upper right part of a Late Babylonian copy of 
a god list in four columns: obv. ]amaW, Aya (i); 
Adad (ii); rev. TelXtu (iii); divine weapons (iv). 
<B  Catalogue of Texts
Col. ii!was used by Litke (<==H: <BH–L<) as!a source 
for An = Anum III (MS!N).
(%%–+)". 'e Weid ner List (Anum)
 @LL. BM GHBBB (H?-=-<H, HBB<), probably from Sip-
par, joins BM BAA?L (not copied). Early Neo- 
Babylonian copy of the pedagogic god list 
Anum!(hereinaQer the Weid ner list) in!six col-
umns: ll.!<–L< (i), @A–HH (ii), <?A–B@ (iii), <G@–=L 
(iv), ?<B–L=, catchline (v), blank (vi). On!this god 
list see Lambert <=><: L>L; Cavigneaux <=H<: >=–==.
 @L@. BM L<BAH (H<-L-?H, H@G), from Babylon or Bor-
sippa. Top leQ corner of a Late Babylonian copy 
of the Weid ner list, version in two sub- columns: 
obv. ll.!<–?G; rev. ?<H–L=.
 @LG. VAT <>@A?, excavated at Babylon by Koldewey. 
Lower part of an Old Babylonian copy of the 
Weid ner list in eight columns: ll.!<@–?G (i), @B–GG 
(ii), =L–<AL (iii), <?G–LA (iv), <L<–@H? (v), <HG–=? 
(vi), ?<L–?H (vii), colophon (viii). Another hand-
copy: VAS XXIV ?A (van Dijk).
 @L>. BM @A>?B (D!H?-B-?B, <><@), probably from Dil-
bat. Copy of the Weid ner list in Cve columns on 
the obverse of a Neo- Babylonian school- exercise 
tablet: traces (ii), ll.!<AH–B? (iii), <@?–>= (iv), ?AA–
<H!(v); rev. acrographic exercises, personal names, 
not copied, ed. with handcopy Gesche ?AAA: 
B@A–@?.
 @LH. BM >?>LL (H?-=-<H, <?>@?), probably from Sip-
par. Lower right part of a multicolumn Late 
Babylonian school- exercise tablet: obv. Weid ner 
list ll.!<H<–?AG (iii), ?LA–L=, <–<> (iv), L>–GG (v); 
rev. lexical and personal names, not copied. Now 
joined to BM GG@=<+ >?>L@ (i–ii, not copied), the 
whole rev. ed.!Gesche ?AAA: @<?–<B.
 @L=. BM BH<=? (HA-<<-<?, >L), from Babylon or Bor-
sippa. Top leQ corner of a multicolumn Late 
Babylonian copy of the Weid ner list: ll.!<–<? (i), 
@G–>A!(ii), unplaced (iii); rev. uninscribed. Now 
joined to BM BHHB=, not copied.
 @@A. Ash.!Mus.!<=?L-<<BB, excavated at KiW, probably by 
Mackay in <=?L. Top leQ corner of a Late Baby-
lonian school- exercise tablet: obv. Weid ner list 
ll.!<–<@; rev. “alia,” not copied. Old handcopy of 
obv.: OECT IV <B@ (van der Meer).
 @@<. BM L<<AL (H<-L-?H, G@<), from Babylon (Omran). 
Top leQ corner of a Late Babylonian copy of the 
Weid ner list: ll.!<–>.
 @@?. BM GA<>A+ GA?<H+ GHA>=+ GH?HG+ GHG?H 
(AH!H?-=-<H, <BB+ <H?+ HA>>+ H?HL+ HG?>), from 
Sippar. Multicolumn Late Babylonian exercise 
tablet: obv. Weid ner list ll.!?–<A (v), remainder 
not copied. Handcopy, edition, and photographs 
of the whole: Gesche ?AAA: LLG–@A, pls. G–>.
 @@B. Ash.!Mus.!<=?L-<=?B, excavated at KiW, probably 
by Mackay in <=?L. Fragment from the middle, 
multicolumn Late Babylonian copy of the Weid-
ner list: ll.!B–=!(i), unplaced (ii).
 @@L. BM G@@>H (H?-=-<H, @@G@), probably from Sippar. 
Fragment from the right edge of a multicolumn 
Late Babylonian school- exercise tablet: obv. 
Weid ner list ll.!B–= (ii!), ?>–BG, < (ii!); rev. lexi-
cal and proverb, not copied. Now joined to BM 
G@GH<+ >?<HL (Gesche ?AAA: >??), not copied; 
transliteration of proverb: folio <ABAB.
 @@@. BM GA<HA (AH!H?-=-<H, <LB), from Sippar. Multi-
column Late Babylonian school exercise tablet: obv. 
Weid ner list ll.!B–?@ (v!), remainder not copied. 
Handcopy of the whole and ed.: Gesche ?AAA: L@@.
 @@G. BM GA<H< (AH!H?-=-<H, <LL), from Sippar. Mul-
ticolumn Late Babylonian school exercise tablet, 
obv.: Weid ner list ll.!L–= (last col.), remainder not 
copied. Now joined to G==HH (Gesche ?AAA: ><@), 
not copied.
 @@>. Si H<@, excavated at Sippar by Scheil in <H=L. Frag-
ment from the leQ edge of an Old Babylonian 
copy of the Weid ner list in several columns: 
ll.!L–<@ (i), unplaced (ii).
 @@H. Ash.!Mus.!<=?L-<?@<+ <?>=+ <=?@+ <=GA, excavated 
at KiW, probably by Mackay in <=?L. Multicol-
umn Late Babylonian school- exercise tablet: obv. 
Weid ner list ll.!<A–?L, BB–LG (i), HA–H= (ii); rev. 
not copied, see Gesche ?AAA: >HL. Handcopy of 
rev.: OECT XI <?G (Gurney).
 @@=. BM >H<B= (HG->-?A, LL), probably from Babylon. 
Fragment from the middle of a Neo- Babylonian 
copy of the Weid ner list in several columns: 
ll.!=–<G (i), L>–@? (ii).
Cuneiform Texts from the Folios of!W.!G.!Lambert, Part Two<L
 @GA. Ash.!Mus.!<=?L-<=AB, excavated at KiW, probably 
by Mackay in <=?L. Fragment from the middle of 
a multicolumn Late Babylonian copy of the Weid-
ner list, probably a school- exercise tablet: ll.!?<–?@ 
(i), unplaced (ii).
 @G<. BM LA@B= (H<-L-?H, H<), from Babylon or Bor-
sippa. Bottom leQ corner of a Neo- Babylonian 
copy of the Weid ner list in several columns: 
ll.!<=–?@ (i), unplaced (ii).
 @G?. Ash.!Mus.!<=?L-<@?@+ <HBB, excavated at KiW, prob-
ably by Mackay in <=?L. Fragment from the leQ 
edge of a Neo- Babylonian school- exercise tablet: 
obv. Weid ner list ll.!<=–B=; rev. (a)!unidentiCed, 
(b)!model contract, not copied. Other hand-
copies: obv. OECT IV <LG (van der Meer), rev. 
OECT XI <BG (Gurney).
 @GB. BM BGL@G (HA-G-<>, <HB), from Babylon or Bor-
sippa. Fragment from the middle of a multicol-
umn Neo- Babylonian copy of the Weid ner list: 
ll.!<<–?H (i), G=–=A (ii), traces (iii).
 @GL. Ash.!Mus.!<=B?-B<@A, excavated at KiW by Watelin 
in <=B?. Fragment from the middle of a multicol-
umn Neo- Babylonian copy of the Weid ner list: 
traces (i), ll.!<>–?H (ii). Old handcopy: OECT IV 
<LH (van der Meer).
 @G@. Ash.!Mus.!<=?L-<HBL, excavated at KiW, probably 
by Mackay in <=?L. Fragment from the leQ edge 
of a Late Babylonian school- exercise tablet: obv. 
Weid ner list ll.!?B–BB; rev. model contract, not 
copied. Handcopy of rev.: OECT XI <B? (Gurney).
 @GG. BM BB>== (Rm!IV B@H), probably from Babylon. 
Fragment from the middle of a multicolumn Late 
Babylonian school- exercise tablet: obv. Weid ner 
list ll.!?<–B? (i), G?–>? (ii); rev. unidentiCed, not 
copied. Transliteration: folio =<H>: “may go with 
BB>HH” (No. @>@).
 @G>. Ash.!Mus.!<=?L-HH@+ <HB?+ <=AA, excavated at 
KiW, probably by Mackay in <=?L. Lower part of 
a multicolumn Neo- Babylonian school- exercise 
tablet: obv. Weid ner list ll.!<=–B> (i), GA–>B (ii), 
==–<AG!(iii); rev. “alia,” not copied. Old hand-
copies of HH@: OECT IV <L= (van der Meer); <HB?+ 
<=AA: ibid. <BG (van der Meer).
 @GH. Ash.!Mus.!<=?B-BA> (Weld- Blundell =). Frag-
ment from the middle of a multicolumn Old 
Babylonian school- exercise tablet, obv. Weid ner 
list ll.!?>–B> (i!), HA–=B (ii!), <?H–LG (iii!), <H>?–?A< 
(iv!), unplaced (v!); rev. “list of signs,” not copied.
 @G=. Smithsonian B<@?BH. Fragment from the middle 
of an Old Babylonian school tablet: Weid ner list 
ll.!LB–LH. On!folio >LG@ the number is given as 
B<@?BG.
 @>A. MAH <GAA?. Old Babylonian lenticular school- 
exercise tablet: obv. Weid ner list LL–LG; rev. 
“the!same, less complete,” not copied.
 @><. Ash.!Mus.!<=?L-<L?@, excavated at KiW, probably 
by Mackay in <=?L. Fragment from the leQ edge of 
a multicolumn Late Babylonian school- exercise 
tablet: obv. Weid ner list ll.!?H–LL (i), unplaced 
(ii); rev. model contract, not copied. Other hand-
copies: obv. OECT IV <B= (van der Meer), rev. 
OECT XI <B@ (Gurney).
 @>?. Ash.!Mus.!<=?L-<=A<+ ?<BH, excavated at KiW, prob-
ably by Mackay in <=?L. Fragment from the top 
edge of a multicolumn Late Babylonian school- 
exercise tablet: obv. Weid ner list LL–@?, perhaps 
repeated; rev. “alia,” not copied.
 @>B. Ash.!Mus.!<=?L-<LG=+ <>@L, excavated at KiW, 
probably by Mackay in <=?L. Fragment from the 
middle of a multicolumn Late Babylonian school- 
exercise tablet: obv. Weid ner list ll.!BG–LA (i!), 
H?–=G (ii!), <?=–L<? (iii!); rev. “alia,” not copied. 
Another handcopy of <LG= obv.: OECT IV <B> 
(van der Meer).
 @>L. BM G>@GH (H?-=-<H, >@GG), probably from Sippar. 
Fragment from the bottom edge of a multicolumn 
Late Babylonian school- exercise tablet: obv. not 
copied (i), Weid ner list ll.!?G–?= (ii); rev. personal 
names, not copied, see Gesche ?AAA: >?=.
 @>@. BM BB>HH (Rm!IV BLG), probably from Babylon. 
Lower leQ corner of a multicolumn Late Baby-
lonian school- exercise tablet: obv. Weid ner list 
ll.!BH–@< (i), >H–HH (ii); rev. “proverb?,” not copied. 
Transliteration of obv.: folio =<H>.
 @>G. BM LG@L> (H<-H-BA, <B), from Babylon, Borsippa 
or nearby. Fragment from the leQ edge, multicol-
umn Late Babylonian school- exercise tablet: obv. 
Weid ner list ll.!L>–@= (i), <<=–B? (ii); rev. alia, not 
copied; the whole ed.!Gesche ?AAA: B?G–?H with 
handcopy of rev. Transliteration: folio <AA=>.
<@  Catalogue of Texts
 @>>. BM LGB?< (H<->-?H, LG), probably from Baby-
lon. Fragment from the top edge, multicolumn 
Late Babylonian copy of the Weid ner list: obv. 
ll.!L?–@A!(i), >L–H? (ii); rev. <BA–L> (i!), <>?–
H=!(ii!), colophon.
 @>H. Ash.!Mus.!<=?L-<?A@+ <>A@+ <=A?, excavated at 
KiW, probably by Mackay in <=?L. Fragment from 
the top edge, multicolumn Late Babylonian copy 
of the Weid ner list: obv. ll.!LB–L> (i), HA–HL (ii), 
<A=–<<<? (iii); rev. <B=–LH (i!), =A–<A? (ii!). Old 
handcopy of <=?L-<?A@: OECT IV <L@ (van der 
Meer).
 @>=. BM BB><< (Rm!IV ?G=), probably from Babylon. 
Fragment from the middle, multicolumn Late 
Babylonian school- exercise tablet, repeated 
excerpt of the Weid ner list: ll.!LH–@G (i!), LH–@@ 
(ii!). Transliteration: folio =<H>.
 @HA. BM L>>=L (H<-<<-B, @AA), from Babylon or Bor-
sippa. Fragment from the top edge, multicolumn 
Late Babylonian school- exercise tablet: obv. 
Weid ner list ll.!@<–@H (ii), <AA–<< (iii), <@<–@= (iv); 
rev. “alia,” not copied.
 @H<. YBC ==<B. Fragment from the middle of a multi-
column Late Babylonian copy of the Weid ner list: 
ll.!?>–?H (i), @L–GH (ii), HH–<A< (iii), <B?–LA? (iv).
 @H?. Ash.!Mus.!<=B?-<@GJ, excavated at KiW by Wate-
lin in <=B<–B?, Cndspot Ingharra Trench!C-<@ 
(cf.!Gibson <=>?: <<=). Bottom leQ corner of an 
Old or Middle Babylonian copy of the Weid ner 
list: ll.!@>–G@, “each line ruled”; rev. blank.
 @HB. BM L>HG> (H<-<<-B, @>L), from Babylon or Bor-
sippa. Fragment from the middle of a multicol-
umn Late Babylonian copy of the Weid ner list: 
ll.!@>–GB (i!), <A?–<B (ii!).
 @HL. Ash.!Mus.!<=?L-<B=G+ <LHA, excavated at KiW, 
probably by Mackay in <=?L. Bottom leQ cor-
ner of a multicolumn Late Babylonian school- 
exercise tablet: obv. Weid ner list ll.!@>–GB, <=<–=L 
repeated at least four times; rev. “alia,” not copied. 
Oe jump of <?H ll. can be attributed to a simple 
confusion: dasal.lú._e (GB)!should be followed by 
damar.utu (GL), not by dmar.tu (<=<). Old hand-
copy of <B=G: OECT IV <BH (van der Meer).
 @H@. Ash.!Mus.!<=BA-<>>I, excavated at KiW by Watelin 
in <=BA. Fragment from the middle, multicolumn 
Late Babylonian copy of the Weid ner list: 
ll.!@>–GL (i!), HH–=@ (ii!), unplaced (iii!). Old 
handcopy: OECT IV <LA (van der Meer).
 @HG. Ash.!Mus.!<=?L-<A<A, excavated at KiW, probably 
by Mackay in <=?L. Fragment from the middle, 
multicolumn Late Babylonian copy of the Weid-
ner list: ll.!G<–>H (i!), unplaced (ii!). Old hand-
copy: OECT IV <L> (van der Meer).
 @H>. Ash.!Mus.!<=?L-<<B?, excavated at KiW, probably by 
Mackay in <=?L. Fragment from the middle, mul-
ticolumn Late Babylonian school- exercise tablet: 
obv. Weid ner list ll.!G@–>B (i!), unplaced (ii!); rev. 
“alia,” not copied. Old handcopy of obv.: OECT 
IV <LL (van der Meer).
 @HH. BM BGBBH (HA-G-<>, GL), from Babylon or Bor-
sippa. Neo- Babylonian excerpt from the Weid ner 
list: obv. ll.!>?–H@; rev. month and day. Another 
handcopy: Gesche ?AAA: ?L<, photo pl.!<.
 @H=. BM L>H?? (H<-<<-B, @?=), from Babylon or Bor-
sippa. Top right corner of a multicolumn Late 
Babylonian exercise tablet: obv. Weid ner list 
ll.!>>–H@ (i!), <AH–<> (ii!), <<<–<= (iii!); rev. personal 
names etc., not copied. On!the rev. see Pinches 
<H=G: ?@G, id.!<=<A: GL BHa–b. Now joined to BM 
L>=HH+ LH?@< (+ ) L>=HG, not copied.
 @=A. BM BL<GH (Sp!?>B), probably from Babylon. Frag-
ment from the middle, multicolumn Late Baby-
lonian copy of the Weid ner list: ll.!>=?–H> (i!), 
<AL–<B (ii!).
 @=<. Ash.!Mus.!<=?L-<HB@+ ??>B, excavated at KiW, 
probably by Mackay in <=?L. Fragment from the 
middle, multicolumn Late Babylonian copy of 
the!Weid ner list: HA–H> (i!), unplaced (ii!).
 @=?. U BAL=?, from Ur. Fragment from the right edge 
near bottom, Neo- Babylonian copy of the Weid-
ner list: obv. ll.!H>–=> (i!), <BH–LB (ii!); rev. <@?–GB.
 @=B. BM G@>@? (H?-=-<H, @>L?), probably from Sip-
par. Neo- Babylonian excerpt from the Weid ner 
list: obv. ll.!=A–<A<; rev. <?>–B>, month and day? 
(G.?L).
 @=L. Ash.!Mus.!<=?L-<?<G+ <HBG, excavated at KiW, 
probably by Mackay in <=?L. Fragment from the 
top edge, multicolumn Late Babylonian school- 
exercise tablet: obv. Weid ner list ll.!=<–<AL (i!), 
<L?–L@ (ii!); rev. “alia,” not copied.
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 @=@. Ash.!Mus.!<=?L-?AGG, excavated at KiW, probably 
by Mackay in <=?L. Fragment from the middle, 
multicolumn Late Babylonian copy of the Weid-
ner list: ll.!=A–<AA (i!), <@?–GA (ii!).
 @=G. Ash.!Mus.!<=?L-HL@W, excavated at KiW, probably 
by Mackay in <=?L. Fragment from the middle, 
multicolumn Late Babylonian copy of the Weid-
ner list: ll.!=L–<AB (i!), unplaced (ii!).
 @=>. Ash.!Mus.!<=?L-?A=@, excavated at KiW, probably 
by Mackay in <=?L. Fragment from the middle, 
multicolumn Late Babylonian school- exercise 
tablet: Weid ner list ll.!=<–<A> repeated (i!–ii!), 
unplaced (iii!).
 @=H. BM L>A>> (H<-H-BA, @=H), from Babylon, Borsippa 
or nearby. Fragment from the top edge, multi-
column Late Babylonian school- exercise tablet: 
Weid ner list ll.!=H–<A< (i!), =<–=@ (ii!).
 @==. BM LA><= (H<-L-?H, ?GL), from Babylon (Jim-
jima). Lower part of a Late Babylonian excerpt of 
the Weid ner list: obv. ll.!<<A–<@; rev. month and 
day, not copied.
 GAA. BM B@AL< (Sp!II @>A), probably from Babylon. 
Bottom right corner of a Late Babylonian school- 
exercise tablet: obv. Weid ner list ll.!<<L–<=; rev. 
<<B–<>. Transliteration: folio =<=@.
 GA<. Ash.!Mus.!<=?L-<LHG, excavated at KiW, probably 
by Mackay in <=?L. Fragment from the middle, 
multicolumn Late Babylonian school- exercise 
tablet: obv. Weid ner list ll.!<?=–BH (i!), <>A–H< (ii!); 
rev. ?<B–<= (i!), “alia,” not copied (ii!).
 GA?. Ash.!Mus.!<=?L-=>@, excavated at KiW, probably 
by Mackay in <=?L. Fragment from the top of a 
multicolumn Late Babylonian school- exercise 
tablet: obv. traces (i!), Weid ner list ll.!<LL–G<? (ii!), 
unplaced lines (iii!); rev. “alia,” not copied.
 GAB. Ash.!Mus.!<=?L-<<BL, excavated at KiW, probably 
by Mackay in <=?L. Fragment from the right edge, 
multicolumn Late Babylonian school- exercise 
tablet: obv. Weid ner list ll.!<LH–@< (i!), <=?–?A? 
(ii!); rev. “alia,” not copied. Old handcopy of obv.: 
OECT IV <LB (van der Meer).
 GAL. Ash.!Mus.!<=?L-<@AB+ <HB=, excavated at KiW, 
probably by Mackay in <=?L. Fragment from the 
middle, multicolumn Late Babylonian copy of 
the!Weid ner list: ll.!<GA–HA? (i!), unplaced (ii!).
 GA@. BM L>=AA (D!H<-<<-B, GA>), probably from Dilbat. 
Fragment from the middle, multicolumn Late 
Babylonian school- exercise tablet: obv. Weid ner 
list ll.!<LH–GB (i!), <=A–=> repeated (ii!); rev. per-
sonal names, not copied.
 GAG. BM GG@H< (H?-=-<H, G@>L), probably from Sippar. 
Fragment from the middle, multicolumn Late 
Babylonian school- exercise tablet: obv. Weid ner 
list ll.!<@G–>A repeated (i!–ii!); rev. “lexical?,” not 
copied.
 GA>. Ash.!Mus.!<=?L-<L>H, excavated at KiW, probably 
by Mackay in <=?L. Fragment from the right edge, 
multicolumn Late Babylonian school- exercise 
tablet: obv. Weid ner list ll.!<GA–>B (i!), ?AL–
??B!(ii!); rev. “alia,” not copied. Old handcopy of 
obv.: OECT IV <L< (van der Meer).
 GAH. U BAL=<, from Ur. Fragment from the bottom leQ 
corner, multicolumn Late Babylonian school- 
exercise tablet: obv. Weid ner list ll.!<GA–>@ (i), 
?A@–<@? (ii); rev. “alia,” not copied.
 GA=. Ash.!Mus.!<=?L-HG?, excavated at KiW, probably by 
Mackay in <=?L. Fragment from the bottom right 
corner, multicolumn Late Babylonian school- 
exercise tablet, “whole surface erased”: traces 
of Weid ner list ll.!<HB?–<=B, repeated.
 G<A. BM L@HAG (H<->-G, ??@), probably from Babylon. 
Late Babylonian school tablet: obv. Weid ner list 
ll.!<HB–=B; rev. month and day. Transliteration: 
folio =<=@.
 G<<. BM LAGB>+ LAHB= (H<-L-?H, <H?+ BHG), from 
Babylon (Jimjima). Fragment from the middle, 
multicolumn Late Babylonian copy of the Weid-
ner list,!annotated version: ll.!<HG–=H (i!), ??A–
B<?!(ii!), “other side illegible traces of god list,” not 
copied.
 G<?. Ash.!Mus.!<=?H-LLB, excavated at KiW by Watelin 
in <=?H. Fragment from the leQ edge, Late Baby-
lonian school- exercise tablet: obv. Weid ner list 
ll.!<=A–=L; rev. “alia,” not copied.
 G<B. Ash.!Mus.!<=?L-<=A@, excavated at KiW, probably 
by Mackay in <=?L. Fragment from the middle, 
“rev. from right- hand side towards bottom edge,” 
multicolumn Late Babylonian school- exercise 
tablet: Weid ner list, unplaced ll. (i!), ll.!?<?–
?<!(ii!), unidentiCed (iii!).
<>  Catalogue of Texts
 G<L. Ash.!Mus.!<=?L-<<??, excavated at KiW, probably 
by Mackay in <=?L. Top right part of a multi-
column Late Babylonian school- exercise tablet: 
obv. Weid ner list ll.!?<</<?–?@ repeated (i–iii); rev. 
“four more partly preserved runs in three col-
umns down to Bel- Dilbat, without variants from 
obv.,” not copied. Old handcopy of the whole: 
OECT IV <L? (van der Meer).
 G<@. Ash.!Mus.!<=?L-<HB>+ <=GH, excavated at KiW, 
probably by Mackay in <=?L. Fragment from 
the middle, multicolumn Late Babylonian 
school- exercise tablet: obv. Weid ner list ll.!?B<–B@ 
repeated (i!–ii!); rev. “alia,” not copied.
 G<G. BM LGG?@ (H<-H-BA, =<), from Babylon, Borsippa 
or nearby. Fragment from the right edge, Late 
Babylonian school- exercise tablet: obv. Weid ner 
list ll.!?B?–L@; rev. “lexical(?),” not copied.
 G<>. N <@BH, from Nippur. Fragment from the bottom 
leQ corner, Neo- Babylonian school- exercise tab-
let: obv. Weid ner list ll.!?B@–L=; rev. Urra I <–<A, 
not copied.
 G<H. Ash.!Mus.!<=?L-=G>, excavated at KiW, probably by 
Mackay in <=?L. Fragment from the middle, mul-
ticolumn Late Babylonian school- exercise tablet: 
obv. Weid ner list ll.!?B@–LB repeated (i!–ii!); rev. 
“alia,” not copied.
 G<=. BM G@<G@ (H?-=-<H, @<LG), probably from Sippar. 
Fragment from the top right corner, multicol-
umn Late Babylonian school- exercise tablet: obv. 
Weid ner list ll.!?BB–L@ repeated (i!–iii!?); rev. 
ll.!?LA–L= repeated (i!–iii!).
 G?A. BM G?>L< (AH!H?-=-<H, ?><A), from Sippar. Lower 
part of a Late Babylonian copy of a commentary 
on the beginning of the Weid ner list, from damar- 
ra-_é- è- a (l. <@)!to dnin- a- zu (l. ?>). Translitera-
tions: folios =H?H–?=, <A<H>. Frahm et!al. ?A<B: 
CCP G.>.A.
+)&–!(. Miscellaneous Fragments of 
God Lists and Related Texts
 G?<. Smithsonian B<@?BHA+ K.!Fragment from the 
middle, Old Babylonian school tablet, names 
of Enlil.
 G??. K <BBB>+ <H<A<, from Nineveh. Fragment from the 
middle, Neo- Assyrian copy of the triple- column 
list of names of Marduk,!ed. Lambert ?A<B: <L?–LB 
MS C.!Another handcopy of K <BBB>: King <=A?: 
<GG.
 G?B. BM B=?=@ (HA-<<-<?, <<H<), from Babylon or Bor-
sippa. Late Babylonian fragment from the bottom 
right corner, Nabû theology.
 G?L. BM B>=HA (HA-G-<>, <HA=), from Babylon or Bor-
sippa. Fragment from the top leQ corner, Late 
Babylonian school- exercise tablet: obv. Sumerian 
incantation, not copied, transliteration: folio 
==<A; rev. god list.
 G?@. K <AG?A, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian fragment 
from the leQ edge, god list. Transliterations: folios 
=?AB, =>A<.
 G?G. K <L=HL, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian fragment 
from the leQ edge, god list. Transliteration: folio 
=A>B.
 G?>. BM B>B@< (HA-G-<>, <<AH), from Babylon or Bor-
sippa. Late Babylonian fragment from the leQ 
edge, god list. Transliteration: folio =B@H.
 G?H. K <G<=B, from Nineveh. Multicolumn Neo- 
Assyrian fragment from the middle, god list. 
Transliteration: folio =A>L.
 G?=. BM =H>?= (O!<=A@-L-=, ?B@), excavated at 
Nineveh by Oompson in <=A@. Neo- Assyrian 
fragment from the bottom right corner, “probably 
two cols. a!side, but three not impossible,” god 
list: obv. Enlil; rev. Anu (i), ]amaW (ii)!// VAT <<=B 
(Schroeder <=<H: <<A). Transliteration: folio =A>@.
 GBA. BM LHHB@ (H<-<<-B, <@LG), from Babylon or Bor-
sippa. Late Babylonian fragment from the leQ 
edge, ruled: god list!// BM BHGH? obv. <!–=! 
(Pinches <=?G: ?<B).
 GB<. BM L=<LL (H<-<<-B, <H@@), from Babylon or 
Borsippa. Late Babylonian fragment from the 
leQ edge, ruled: god list!// BM BHGH? rev. L–<B 
(Pinches <=?G: ?<@). Probably part of the same 
tablet as No. GBA.
 GB?. BM L=<<H (H<-<<-B, <H?=), from Babylon or Bor-
sippa. Late Babylonian fragment from the leQ 
edge, god list.
 GBB. K <@==B, from Nineveh. Neo- Assyrian fragment 
from the middle, theology: ll.!@!–G! metals = 
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gods!// CT ?L K LBL=E B!–G!, cf.!CT ?@ L? K <B>AG: 
@!–G!; ll.!>!–H! winds = gods?
 GBL. BM B=>=L (HA-<<-<?, <GH<), from Babylon or Bor-
sippa. Late Babylonian fragment from the middle, 
god list or theological commentary.
 GB@. BM LA>L> (H<-L-?H, ?=?), from Babylon (Jim-
jima). Lower part of a Late Babylonian tablet: 
explanations of gods’ names. Transliteration: folio 
=B@>.
+!+–(). Miscellaneous Texts of Other Genres
 GBG. K =?H?, from Nineveh. Lower part of the reverse, 
Neo- Assyrian copy of Examenstext A, ed.!Sjöberg 
<=>@: <LG MS G; Ashurbanipal colophon type d. 
Old handcopy Gadd <=@>: ?@=.
 GB>. K <AHGB, from Nineveh. Fragment from the 
middle, Neo- Assyrian copy of a text mentioning 
Samsuiluna and frogs. Transliteration: folio =L=<.
 GBH. VAT LB?, probably from Babylon. Fragment from 
the middle, reverse of a Late Babylonian astro-
nomical diary. Transliteration: folio =G?>.
 GB=. K <@?LH, from Nineveh. Fragment from the 
middle of a multicolumn Neo- Assyrian tablet, 
probably ruled into pairs of lines; “could go with 
K ?BG<+ ([hymn to] Nabû).”
 GLA. K ??AH<, from Nineveh. Fragment from the 
middle of a Neo- Assyrian tablet, ruled into pairs 
of lines.
 GL<. K <HH=A, from Nineveh. Fragment from the 
middle of a Neo- Assyrian tablet, probably ruled 
into pairs of lines.
 GL?. BLMJ >HB. Upper part of a Neo- Assyrian stone 
(“slate?”) amulet tablet, cut down to appear 
whole: obv. LamaWtu scene, not drawn; rev. Sume-
rian incantation of Pazuzu,!ed. Borger <=H>: ?@ 
MS Musc. <AB; Heeßel ?AA?: <AA–< no.!?G.
 GLB. ROM =<Ax?A=.?=G (D!H?H). An!Old Babylonian 
letter from the correspondence of Hammurapi 
and ]amaW-_^zir, ed.!Fiette ?A<H: BBA–B<.
 GLL. BM ==AL? (Ki!<=AL-<A-=, ><), supposedly exca-
vated at Nineveh by King in <=AL but certainly a 
stray. A!fragment of a barrel cylinder, inscribed 
in archaizing Babylonian script. King (<=<L: <= 
no.!<A>) proposed that it was a building “inscrip-
tion of an Assyrian king, probably Esarhad-
don.” Borger (<=@G: <?A §<A@) pointed out that 
this was improbable, given the presence of the 
name of Nebuchadnezzar (l. @!). Leichty (?A<<: 
B<B no.!<ABA) suggested that “it!should probably 
attributed to Nebuchadnezzar!II.” Since the name 
Nebuchadnezzar is not followed by his titulary, 
Nabonidus is perhaps a better candidate. In!the 
absence of the original drawing, Lambert’s hand-
copy is reproduced from a photocopy, folio G>AL.
 GL@. Folio <LHB. Fragment from the lower edge, Early 
Dynastic period copy of an Old Sumerian lexical 
list.
 GLG. Folio <=<=H. An!Old Babylonian copy of an 
unidentiCed Sumerian literary composition. 
<AL!a GB!mm.
 GL>. Folio <<>=. Old or Middle Babylonian tabular 
account of sheep counted in spring and summer; 
“from Hilprecht’s Excavations at Nippur.”
 GLH. Folio <<L=. Inscription on a weight of one shekel, 
endorsed by Zababa- a_a- iddina, son or descen-
dant of the sanga of KiW.
 GL=. Folio <A>G. Upper leQ corner of an inscription in 
Babylonian monumental script.
 G@A. Folio <=?AA. LeQ portion of a Neo- Babylonian 
copy of the List of Rising and Setting Stars, 
parallels ed.!Horowitz ?A<L: <@H–G>; trace of a 
colophon.
 G@<. Folio <GBH?. A!Late Babylonian contract, dated 
Cyrus >.VI.@. BG a LH!mm. Another handcopy and 
ed.: Joannès and Lemaire <===: ?>, BL.
 G@?. Folio <GBHB. A!Late Babylonian loan contract, 
dated Darius ??.V.@. L> a @=!mm. Ois or a dupli-
cate tablet is edited by Joannès and Lemaire <==G: 
LG–LH (note minor variants).
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<=?L-<?A@+ <>A@+ <=A? @>H
<=?L-<?<G+ <HBG @=L
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BM BL=>>+ B@@>< @L<
BM B@AL< GAA
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BM L<?@@B+ J+ M+ L<BGB @B?
BM L<?@@C+ I+ L @BB
BM L<?@@D @BG
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BM GHAG<+ >B=<G+ >B=== LL>
BM GHBBB @LL






























K ?=+ Ki <=A?-@-<A, ?H @B=
K <?H B=>
K ?<@+ L=>–==
Cuneiform Texts from the Folios of!W.!G.!Lambert, Part Two??
Museum Number Text No.
K ?A== L>H
K ?<A@+ L=H–==
K ?<A=+ ?<?<+ @AL<+ GA=B+ >GL=+ H=LL+ 






K ?BGB+ ?>H>+ HA=G+ H<GG+ <@=L?+ <GG=? BL>
K ?BGL+ ><<<+ <BB?B BL@
K ?@<= B>B
K ?@=>+ @AH
K ?>?>+ G?<B L@<
K ?>@<+ ?>=?+ >=>B+ =?L?+ <AA<<+ <B>H@ B==




K ?=LL+ BM <??GBL @AH
K BABA BGH
K BB=G+ H=B@+ <??AL+ <GHA?+ HB-<-<H, LB> BL=
K BL><+ HB-<-<H, L?H B>L
K BG@L+ >=G=+ Sm HA?+ <B<= B@A
K BGGB BL<
K B>@AB B>H







K @LAHA+ Rm <L@ BLH
K @>HAA @B<
K @=AA BH=
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K ><<< BL@





























K =>HH+ H?-B-?B, @?<> @?A




K <AA@?+ <BHGL LA=
K <A?<B @BA
K <AG?A G?@
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?N- T BL= L=?
IM @>=@> L=?




Oriental Institute Museum, Chicago
BN- T ?GH L@G













Smithsonian B<@?BHA+ K G?<
Smithsonian B<@?BHK G?<
University Museum, Philadelphia
BN- T ?>A+ ?>?+ ?>G L@>
BN- T ?>? L@>
BN- T ?>G L@>
BN- T ?== L@@
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N BH@B LHB
N @<@H L@H





































Aa = nâqu LG?, LGL
Aluzinnu compendium LAH–BL
An = Anum LH@–@<H
An&ar = Anum @BH–L?
Anum (Weidner list) @LL–G?A
Anu &a am*li @B>
Astrology LL?–L@, G@A
B$t m*seri LL>
Diri L@L–G<, LG@–>H 
Divine Daughters LB>











Shorter An = Anum @?B–?H, @B?–BG
"umma #lu BBA–B<
"umma ekal t$r#ni BBL
"umma izbu BB>, LGH
"umma kakku BBB
Taboos of the Gods LA<–>
T#kultu ritual LLH
T#m$tu BBH–BL?
Urra = +ubullu L@?
